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ABS~MCT

SHORT-TERM CLIMATIC FLUCTUATIONS

FORCED BY THERMAL ANOMALIES

The aim of this researc~ is to study the response of the atmosphere

to thermal anomalies using a low order spectral model. Thermal anomaly

patterns may exist either in sea and land surface temperatures or in the

tropospheric diabatic heating.

A two-level, global, spectral model using pressure as a vertical

coordinate has been developed. The system of equations describing the

model is nonlinear and quasi-geostrophic (linear balance). Static

stability is variable in the model. A moisture budget is calculated in

the lower layer only. Convective adjustment is used to avoid super

critical temperature lapse rates. The mechanical forcing of topography

is introduced as a vertical velocity at the lower boundary. Solar

forcing, is specified assuming a daily mean zenith angle. The differen

tial diabatic heating between land and sea is parameterized. On land

and sea-ice surfaces, a steady state thermal energy equation is solved

to calculate the surface temperature. On the oceans, the sea surface

temperature is specified as the climatological average for January. The

model is used to simulate the January, February and Harcn circulations.

Experiments are designed to study the response of the atmosphere to

thermal anomalies at the lower boundary or in the midtroposphere. The

"memory" in the atmosphere of such anomalies, after they have decayed,
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is also studied. Three patterns of sea surface temperature anomalies

are tested. The first pattern represents a cold anomaly in the North

Pacific, the second a warm anomaly in the equatorial Pacific and the

third pattern contains both of the two anomaly patterns acting together.

The results suggest that the coupled pattern is the only one that pro

duces the type of geopotential anomalies associated with tle negative

phase of the Southern Oscillation. In contrast to the result5 of linear

models, warm sea surface temperature anomalies in the equatorial Pacific

cannot produce such geopotential response on their own. In the case of

this tropical anomaly pattern the variance of temperature resulting from

transient eddies tends to increase, whereas in the case of the coupled

anomaly pattern the variance of temperature resulting from stationary

eddies increases. This behavior suggests that with both anomalies

acting together the atmosphere is inclined to produce quasi -permanent

responses, such as blocking, in contrast with the other case, in which

the tcansient activity increases.

The mid-tropospheric anomaly is introduced as an easterly pro

pagating wave over the equatorial Pacific and over the Gulf of Bengal.

The amplitude and memory of the response is larger than for the sea

surface temperature case. The mid-tropospheric thermal anomalies show

continuous large areas of long memory in the subtropical and middle

latitude regions of the Northern Hemisphere.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Climate is a subject of considerable importance to human lives.

The impact of different climatic regimes on the economy, health and

wealth of individuals and nations cannot be denied. Of the same impor

tance is the variability of climate. This variability has been ob

served, directly or indirectly, over a wide band of time scales ranging

from seasons to thousands and millions of years. Theories have been

proposed in order to explain the phenomena associated with climatic

variability on different time scales. These theories could be categor

ized into two main groups, depending on terrestrial or extraterrestrial

forcing mechanisms. The terrestrial-forcing climate change theories

have been concerned with continental drifts, mountain building, volcan

ism, variations of sea level and sea temperature, and variations in the

carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere. The second category of

theories has been concerned with the variations in the intensity of

solar radiation and yariations in the earth's orbit around the sun

(Milankovitch, 1941). No completely acceptable explanation of climatic

change has ever been presented. The problem will remain until we gain a

complete understanding of the interactions between thE earth, atmo

sphere, oceans, and the solar and planetary system. Lorenz (1968)

explored the possibility that the atmosphere may be an almost "intran

sitive system". In such a system the statistics taken over long, but

finite, intervals differ considerably from one interval to another. If

this is the case, there is a possibility that long-term climatic changes
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may result from the nearly intransitive nature of the atmosphere, rather

than from environmental changes. However, this theory applies to cases

where environmental influences are not affected, in turn, by the system.

The atmosphere by itself is not a system of this sort since the oceans,

and also glacial ice areas, are affected by the atmospheric conditions.

In this thesis we will be focusing on short-term climatic variabil

ity, namely the variability through a month or season. The response of

the atmosphere to sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) and to tropo

spheric thermal anomalies will be explored.

1.1 Observational Studies

The sensitivity of the atmosphere to long-lasting perturbations in

the lower boundary has been the subj ect of many investigations. SSTA

and areas of ice coverage are the most important of these perturbations.

Observational studies show possible teleconnections between SSTA

and the atmospheric circulation. From analyses of three winter cases

(1957-1958, 1963-1964 and 1965-1966), Bjerknes (1969) showed that posi

tive SSTAs, in the equatorial central and eastern Pacific Ocean in late

fall were accompanied by an anomalous strength of the midlatitude west

erlies over the northeast Pacific. According to his hypothesis, these

positive SSTAs increase the local vertical motions, thus enhancing the

Hadley circulation, which in turn transports more than the average

angular momentum to middle latitudes. Observations have shown that such

wind anomalies are much more pronounced in the Northern Hemisphere than

in the Southern Hemi.sphere. Nonlinear interactions of the velocity and

thermal fields are more significant in the Northern Hemisphere midlati

tudes than in the Southern Hemisphere. The former has higher and
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broader mountains than the latter, as well as larger differential diaba

tic heating between land and oceans. Canton Island data showed a maxi

mum rainfall. Thus the atmosphere has shown both local and remote re

sponse to equatorial SSTA.

Namias (1969, 1980) studied the effects of midlatitude SSTAs in the

central Pacific on the weather in the United States of America during

the following season. It was found that positive SSTAs in the central

Pacific that occurred from 1961 through the winter of 1967-1968 enhanced

and displaced the region of cyclogensis southward. This pattern caused

a blocking ridge over the western United States. The ridge, with its

maximum amplitude at 160 0 W, was accompanied by cold advection over the

eastern United States, with mild temperatures prevailing over the cen

tral and western states. Cold SSTAs during the summer of 1978 in the

central northern Pacific were followed by below-normal temperatures over

all the United States in winter. The same studies showed that the

response of atmospheric pressure to cold SSTAs would be a higher than

normal pressure at the surface and aloft during the following fall.

Uniform temperature anomalies over the entire United States usually are

rare since the dominant long waves usually have smaller dimensions than

the lateral extent of the United States. Thus the western and eastern

parts of the country often display opposite temperature anomalies.

Reiter (1978) confirmed the feedback between the Intertropical

Convergence Zones (ITCZ), the trade winds and sea surface temperatures.

That study further indicated that this feedback is only a part of a

global atmosphere-ocean interaction, among many other factors. Analysis

of two severe winters (1976-1977 and 1977-1978) in the eastern United

States, by Harold (1980) indicated that transient eddy activity during
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abnormal winters usually is not significantly different from such acti

vity during normal winters. The height and temperature anomalies were

in phase, resulting in a structure equivalent to that of barotropic

waves. Deviation of the jet stream from its normal position explained

the observed precipitation patterns during the two winters.

The sea surface temperatures over the North Atlantic and North

Pacific have roughly the same variance as surface air temperature on

monthly, seasonal and annual time scales (Cayan, 1980). Wan-cheng et

a1. (1981) showed that increased (decreased) SSTA in the equatorial

Pacific is associated with a delay by two months and possibly also with

simultaneous, strengthening (weakening) of the upper-tropospheric west

erlies in the eastern Pacific subtropics. They did not find any associ

ation between SSTA and anomalies of the northward momentum transport in

the subtropical upper tropospheric flow over the eastern Pacific.

So far, the response of the atmosphere to SSTAs has been shown to

be both local and remote. For the atmosphere to respond in such a

manner, there must be planetary zonal or meridional oscillations that

control and organize the phase and amplitude of such a response. Cor

relations between geopotential heights on a given pressure surface at

widely separated points on the earth confirmed the presence of at least

four patterns which might be indicative of standing oscillations in the

planetary waves during the Nothern Hemisphere winter (Wallace and

Gutzler, 1981). Examples are found over the North Atlantic, the North

Pacific, polar temperate latitudes, and between the Pacific and North

America. The North Atlantic oscillation was first identified by Walker

and Bliss (1932) and confirmed by many studies using different indices

for the oscillation (Van Loon and Rogers, 1978; Kutzbach, 1970; Wallace
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and Gutzler, 1981). Positive values of the index are indicative of a

strong Icelandic low, high pressure along 40 0 N, strong westerlies across

the North Atlantic, below normal temperatures in the Greenland Labrador

area as well as in the Middle East, and above-normal temperatures in the

eastern United States and northwestern Europe. The North Pacific oscil

lation is an analogue of the North Atlantic oscillation (Walker and

Bliss, 1932; Rogers 1981). Both the North Atlantic and North Pacific

oscillations are characterized by north-south seesaws or standing oscil

lations in the sea level pressure with a node located near 50° latitude.

The zonally sYmmetric seesaw (Lorenz, 1951) is basically the negative

correlation between sea level pressure at polar and temperate latitudes.

This correlation also exists in the absence of the North Atlantic and

North Pacific oscillations. The last oscillation of this kind is the

Pacific/North American pattern (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981), which essen

tially describes the blocking phenomena. Blocking high pressure is

identified by the persistence of a quasi-stationary positive anomaly in

the 500 mb geopotential height field. This anomaly persists for a

period of at least 10 days (1. e., has a time scale longer than the

typically associated with synoptic-scale variability) over at least one

location (Dole, 1978). This phenomenon often happens during winter

along the west coast of North America. The blocking is accompanied by a

strong Aleutian low over the central Pacific and below normal geopoten

tial heights over the southeastern United States.

To complete the discussion of the teleconnection patterns around

the globe we must include two important oscillations that dominate the

tropical and subtropical regions. The correlation in the surface pres

sure between eastern and western hemispheres at low latitudes was
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recognized a long time ago in what is called the Southern Oscillation

(Walker, 1923, 1924, 1928). It is defined as the tendency of the sea

level pressure at stations in the Pacific (San Francisco, Tokyo and

South America), and of rainfall in India to increase, while pressure in

the region of the Indian Ocean decreases. The positive index of the

oscillation is recognized as negative sea level pressure anomalies in

the Indonesian belt with respect to positive sea level pressure anoma

lies in the Pacific belt. The existence of the Southern Oscillation was

proved after Walker's discovery (Troup, 1965; Berlage, 1966; Horel and

Wallace 1981). The Southern Oscillation has a period bet\o7een 3 and 6

years, and it is not confined to tropical and subtropical latitudes, but

it is linked to midlatitude systems and long waves in the westerlies

(Trenberth, 1976). The Southern Oscillation is a manifestation of a

nearly global variation in circulation, temperature, clouds and pre

cipitation. Such a low frequency oscillation is linked to the fluctua

tions in sea level pressure in the equatorial Pacific. The ocean tem

perature is a triggering influence in developing the oscillation. When

Walker discovered the Southern Oscillation in the twenties he did not

realize the source of "memory" for such a very low frequency phenomenon,

since all the atmospheric fluctuations are of much shorter periods. The

question remained without answer until the work by Bjerknes (1969),

mentioned above, where he emphasized that the oscillation draws its

memory from the long-lasting ocean temperature anomalies in the equa

torial Pacific. El Nino is a surface oceanic phenomenon recognized as

warm water accumulated near the coast of Peru just before or after

Christmas. This warm water interrupts the normal upwelling. El Nino is

preceded by strong southeast trades at the center of the Pacific ocean,
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which intensify the subtropical gyre of the South Pacific, strengthen

the South Equatorial Current, and increase the east-west slope of sea

level by building up water in the western equatorial Pacific. As soon

as the wind stress in the central Pacific relaxes, the water flows

eastward. An El Nino event lasts for about 16 months (that is, two

summers and one winter) (Wyrtki, 1975).

The Walker circulation is a counterpart of the Southern Oscillation

in the wind field. It is characterized by large scale rising motion

over the warm zone in the west Pacific, near Indonesia, and sinking

motion over regions of cold water in the east Pacific. The main forcing

mechanism for the Walker circulation is the release of latent heat of

condensation over the equatorial west Pacific. The release of latent

heat enhances the vertical motion and results in upper-level divergence.

The upper-level westerlies and the low-level easterlies over the Pacific

ocean force a large scale subsidence over the cooler water of the south

east Pacific. The tropical circulation is not zonally sYmmetric due to

the existence of such a circulation. Gill (1980), using a linear primi

tive equation model, speculated on the idea that Kelvin waves emanating

from the Indonesian region would create an extensive region of easter

lies to the east (which extend over the whole equatorial Pacific), while

planetary waves would create a more limited region of westerlies to the

west (over the Indian Ocean).

Many studies have shown possible teleconnections between the South

ern Oscillation, Walker Circulation, EI Nino and tropospheric pressure

patterns at different areas. Horel and Wallace (1981) identified the

atmospheric pattern associated with both the local and remote response

of the atmosphere during seven warm episodes, within the period
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1951-1978, in the Pacific Ocean surface temperatures. The 200mb geopo

tential was taken as an indication of the tropospheric thickness in the

tropical region. Fluctuations in mean tropospheric temperatures and 200

mb heights were shown to vary simultaneously with equatorial Pacific sea

surface temperature fluctuations, not only in the Pacific sector, but at

stations throughout the tropics. Negative SSTA in the northwestern and

central Pacific at latitude SOoN occurred coincident with the east

Pacific warm equatorial SSTA. The mid-tropospheric pattern associated

with this sea surface temperature distribution showed below normal

heights in the North Pacific and southeastern United States and above

normal heights over western Canada. The extratropical response was

dependent on the southward shift of the midlatitude jet stream to reach

the lower latitudes. Fritz (1982) analyzed the same data of Horel and

Wallace, but using the 700mb average height difference between years of

warm SSTA and years of cold anomalies. The analysis was done using a

monthly average instead of a winter average. The pattern was most

pronounced during January and February, rather than December. The

stronger correlation during those months between the 700mb height and

sea surface temperature over the Pacific may be attributed to snow and

ice distribution, which affect the atmospheric circulation. Analyses by

Egger et al. (1981) of satellite data collected between February 1965

and July 1973 revealed a minimum amount of cloudiness near the date line

(180°) when the Southern Oscillation index was positive. At the same

time, the wind maps showed an anomalous easterly flow.

A positive South~rn Oscillation index and a strong Walker circula

tion are associated with a southwest shift of the South Pacific

Convergence Zone (SPCZ) from its position between 125°E, OOS and
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1500 E, 23°S (Gruber, 1972). The ITCZ is displaced away from the equator

into the Northern Hemisphere (Trenberth, 1976). Satellite cloud pic

tures show two tropical convergence zones in the west and central

Pacific, south and north of the equator, respectively. The Indonesian

continent and eastern Australian regions have a strong surge of pre

cipitation, while the area east of 1600 E is dry. On the other hand,

with a negative index of the Southern Oscillation, the SPCZ is pushed

from its mean tropical position towards the equator and the ITCZ moves

into a near equatorial position (Ramage, 1975). Cold water upwelling at

the equator is replaced by positive SSTA in the equatorial central and

eastern Pacific (El Nino). The equatorial dry zone east of 160 0 E ex

periences one of its prolonged precipitation surges. On satellite

photographs one extended convergence zone marked by a cloud band near

the equator extends across almost the entire width of the Pacific ocean.

These tropical phenomena seem to have a teleconnection with mid

latitude and extratropical geopotential height fields. Reiter (1981)

showed that low height anomalies dominate the 500 mb central North

Pacific pattern for months, with precipitation maxima in the Line

Islands. The 500 mb planetary wave anomalies in midlatitude can serve

as triggers for tropical precipitation patterns, especially during

January. Deep troughs over the central North Pacific during that month

apparently have a tendency to push the ITC2 equatorward. A similar

conclusion was reached by Van Loon and Rogers (1981). The negative

phase of the Southern Oscillation is associated with a high zonal-mean

poleward flux of sensible heat, and the 700 mb temperature and heights

tend to be lower between 30 0 N and 60 0 N with a minimum value at 45°N.
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The interannual variability of precipitation in the tropics has

been attributed to the variability of the ITez (Kraus, 1977; Hastenrath,

1976; Hastenrath and Heller, 1977). A recent study by Stoeokenius

(1981) showed that this hypothesis failed to explain many important

rainfall anomalies in the tropics. In other words the zonally averaged

Hadley circulation does not seem to be able to account for most of the

observed interannual rainfall variations, and hence of general circula-

tion variations, in the tropics. East-west circulations like the

Southern Oscillation and the Walker Circulation have an important in

fluence.

1.2 Theoretical Investigations

The quasi-stationary ultra-long waves (zonal wave number 1-4) are

of major importance in determining the large scale characteristics of

the atmosphere. The interannual variability of their phase and ampli

tude is an indication of the change of the behavior of the atmosphere

and, therefore, of regional climate. In the Northern Hemisphere wave

number 2 is the JOlIlinant energy peak, while in the Southern Hemisphere

it is wave number 1 (Holton, 1975). The development of atmospheric

ultra-long waves is due to lower boundary forcing, namely the earth 's

surface. Differential heating between land and sea together with the

distribution of topography are the two main mechanisms that force the

ultra-long waves (Sankar-Rao, 1965; Sankar-Rao and Saltzman, 1969).

This also was confirmed by Ashe (1979) using a spectral model which

solved a time average aSYmmetric flow induced by topography and diabatic

heating. When the forcing of topography was considered alone, it was
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found that most of the features were displaced from their true posi

tions. In middle latitudes the latent heating (calculated from pre

cipitation averages) tends to be in phase with the sensible heating.

The opposite is true in the subtropics, particularly in desert regions,

where strong positive departures of sensible heating are balanced by

strong negative departures of latent heating. Tung and Lindzen (1979)

stressed the importance of the non-linear interactions, and forcing by

the topography and diabatic heating in simulating the major circulation

features. During a normal year the two kinds of forcing act out of

phase. This is because the major north-south mountains in the Northern

Hemisphere (e.g., the Rockies and Alps) lie along the eastern side of

the Pacific and Atlantic oceans , respectively. The maj or warm ocean

currents, like the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream, flow in the western side of

the Pacific and Atlantic. With this normal forcing structure, the two

mechanisms seem to act against each other. The zonal wind speed at 500

mb is larger than the phase speed of the ultra-long waves and the pat

tern propagates eastward with the zonal flow. Since the topographic

distributions are quasi-permanent, if the diabatic heating due to land

and sea distribution was altered, then we would expect the two kinds of

forcing to act in harmony to reinforce, instead of cancelling, each

other. If the wind circulation in the lower atmosphere is such that the

phase speed of the wave is reduced to zero, a nearly resonant state may

be reached by the amplifying planetary waves, causing a blocking pheno

menon. In all the previous studies the mean zonal flow was specified;

not calculated by the models.

We notice in the preceding discussion that the fundamental feature

of the forcing of stationary waves in the atmosphere is that the forcing
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is largely implicit, depending on the wind circulation in the atmosphere

itself. Charney and DeVore (1979) and Hart (1979) stressed this fact.

In their theory of "multiple equilibrium states", blocking was found to

be one of many equilibrium states that can be reached by the system

itself. Roads (1980), using a nonlinear quasi geostrophic model in

which orography and zonal heating are calculated, has found multiple

equilibrium states. The states are either near a resonance point in the

system or at the zonal forcing equilibrium point. The multiplicity of

the solution occurs because the heat transport and mountain torque are

nonlinear functions of the zonal stream function. More analysis was

done by Charney et al. (1981) using a barotropic nonlinear channel model

incorporating observed zonal topography. Multiple stationary equilibria

were obtained. From the observed 34 blocking events of the 500 mb geo

potential, only 19 could be explained as one or another of the equilib

rium states, whereas 5 events could be explained due to forcing or

geometry. What is not explained is the localized position of the ridges

and troughs and mechanisms of transition to and from the blocking con

figuration. In other words, the theory could not prove whether or not

there is (are) a certain mechanism(s) responsible for forcing, or

ending, any or all of these multiple solutions, including blocking.

Linear models with steady state solutions have been used to iden

tify certain responses of the atmosphere to large scale forcing. There

is some agreement between the linear model results and the observed

anomalies. However, the linear theory is questionable for such types of

studies due to the strong nonlinearity of the atmosphere itself. It is

doubtful that the positions of the actual extrema caused by large scale

anomalies could be accurately predicted. Egger (1977) tested the effect
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of tropical SSTA in both the eastern Pacific and the Atlantic using a

linear two-level hemispheric model. In the Pacific case the response of

the midlatitude atmosphere to the tropical anomalies was negligible.

This result was not supported by observations. However, the tropical

Atlantic anomalies showed a larger response by the midlatitude atmo

sphere.

The sphericity of the earth could be an important factor in deter

mining the correct response of the atmosphere to the large scale anoma

lies, in particular the propagation of Rossby waves on a sphere. The

results suggest that the nature of the response is quite different

between the different zonal sectors of the globe. Webster (1981) pre

sented the argument that, in low latitudes, where the convective acti

vity and the diabatic heating are the dominant factors in the thermal

energy equation, the response of the atmosphere to the anomalies seems

to be of a direct nature. In other words, the warm SSTA in the tropical

oceans enhances the vertical velocity, which in turn increases the

poleward momentum flux in the upper layer of the troposphere and

strengthens the midlatitude westerlies. In this case the teleconnec

tions between low and midlatitudes are strong and clear. On the other

hand advection is of primary importance in the thermo-dynamic energy

equation in middle latitudes, and the anomalies cause an indirect cir

culation (rising of cold air and sinking of warm air) rather than a

direct circulation as in the low latitude case. Therefore, the local

response to the midlatitude anomalies is smaller than that for the low

latitude case. The teleconnection bet.ween the midlatitude atmosphere

and midlatitude SSTAs depends upon the nature of the atmospheric circu

lation. An example is whether the anomalies are in a region of rising

or sinking motion.
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Slilitropical SSTA has an effect on the atmosphere in middle and high

latitudes since the response of the atmosphere to the tropical heating

can ha iTe a substantial influence on the middle and high latitudes,

providf d that part of the heating is in the belt of westerly winds

(Opstef gh and Van Den Dool, 1980). In this case, modes with meridional

components to the group velocity vector will be excited which will allow

a subs1~antial response at higher latitudes (Webster, 1982). The propa

gation of the long wave lengths as a result of subtropical thermal

heating was shown to be polewards as well as eastwards, while shorter

wavelengths were trapped equatorward of the poleward flank of the jet

(Hoskins and Karoly, 1981).

The question of the generally larger response of the atmosphere to

the tropical anomalies than to midlatitude anomalies still has no satis

factory answer. The previous linear models (Opsteegh and Van Den Dool,

1980; Webster, 1981, 1982; Hoskins and Karoly, 1981) are constrained by

the assumption of zonal symmetry in the basic state. Observational

studies of general circulation statistics indicate that quasi-stationary

modes in the extratropical regions and the tropics provide significant

longitudinal perturbations in the mean state of the atmosphere. Such

quasi-stationary perturbations probably will alter the character of both

the teleconnection propagation and the local form of the atmospheric

response.

The importance of nonlinear aspects of the atmosphere has been

demonstrated by many investigators. The amplitude of baroclinic waves,

and to a lesser extent the amplitude of their transports of heat and

momentum, are sensitive to the barotropic component in the basic flow

(Simmons and Hoskins, 1980). Some of this sensitivity has been traced
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to distinctly barotropic effects, which arise during the nonlinear

evolution of the waves. Erederiksen and Sawford (1981) used a spherical

equivalent barotropic model to study the linear and non-linear solutions

for the effects of topography in forcing the stationary eddy field.

There are considerable differences between the two types of solutions,

which arise l~rgely from the fact that linear solutions are resonant or

near resonant, whereas the nonlinear solutions are not. Comparison with

observed fields show nonlinear effects to be most important at low

latitudes.

1.3 General Circulation Models

Apart from the simplified linear theory discussed before, many

efforts have been devoted towards finding the sensitivity of the atmo

sphere to environmental anomalies using large scale general circulation

models (GCMs). Several important studies of this type were the ex

periments done by Rowntree (1972, 1976b). He used a nine-level hemi

spheric model of the atmosphere developed at the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) to test Bjerknes hypothesis that fluctuations

of ocean temperatures in the tropical east Pacific are responsible for

major variations in the position and intensity of the Aleutian surface

low. The experiments were done with both warm and cold SSTA with a

maximum difference of 3.5°C. The results of the experiments showed that

tropical ocean temperatures have important effects on the model atmo

sphere, in the tropical and extratropical regions. The warm ocean

induced a surface low over the area of maximum temperature, and the

associated low level convergence and ascent gave increased tropical

rainfall over the central and east Pacific, with decreases over the west

Pacific and parts of South America. An upper-tropospheric subtropical
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jet stream was generated with persistent trough-development to the north

over the midlatitude east Pacific. The Aleutian low shifted east and

deepened, confirming Bjerknes hypothesis. In such a hemispheric model

with boundary conditions imposing synunetry about the equator, it was

argued that the equatorial wall in Rowntree's model was responsible for

the anomalous precipitation calculated in the tropical region (Ramage

and Murakami, 1973; Ramage, 1975). However, the experiments using a

global 5 layer GCM (United Kingdom meteorological office) (Corby et al.,

1977) gave results consistent with the hemispheric experiment.

Experiments with SSTA over the Atlantic agree with those done over the

Pacific. Decreases of surface pressure were obtained over the warm

tropical water and extended north to at least 60 0 N over the eastern

Atlantic (Rowntree, 1976b). In many experiments it was noticed that

warm anomalies gave more significant atmospheric response than cold

anomalies (Houghton et al., 1974).

Many experiments were done for testing the effect of middle lati

tude and extratrupical SSTA. In most of these experiments it was dif

ficult to detect the signal above the noise level, but compositing of

several experiments with different anomalies suggests a tendency for

pressure falls on the equatorward side of the anomalies (Rowntree,

1979). In other experiments testing North Pacific SSTA, the results

suggest that a statisfically significant signal can be detected in the

immediate vicinity of large ocean surface temperature anomalies, but

that teleconnections of this signal downstream over the United States

can be identified only with a small statistical confidence (Chervin

et a1., 1976). As a matter of fact, extremely cold or warm extra

tropical SSTAs, were needed in both the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans to
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detect a signal with a high confidence level (Kutzbach et a1., 1977;

Chervin et al., 1980). In the last series of experiments by Chervin et

al. (1980), experiments were done assuming a dipole-type anomaly distri

bution with warm anomalies in the west of the North Pacific and cold

SSTA to the east. This pattern may not resemble the observed pattern

(Horel and Wallace, 1980). At the same time the atmospheric response

may be reduced since the cold (warm) anomalies are under a region of

rising (sinking) air.

Simpson and Downey (1975) used the NCAR model to find the sen

sitivity of the atmosphere to SSTA in the middle latitudes in the

Southern Hemisphere. They used two patterns of SSTA in addition to that

used in the control run. The SSTAs were associated with completely

different atmospheric circulations. The atmosphere responded more to

one pattern than the other. This may suggest that the response of the

atmosphere to SSTA may depend upon the initial atmospheric circulation

associated with the location of the anomalies. While many numerical

models failed to support Namias' (1969, 1980) hypothesis, the results of

a recent experiment using the GLAS (Goddard Laboratory for Atmospheric

Science) model (Shukla and Bangaru, 1981) supported his hypothesis. The

SSTA and atmospheric circulation for this experiment were similar to

those observed during January 1977. It was shown that a cold SSTA over

the Pacific produces a strong southward flow over the United States and

colder temperatures in eastern Canada and the United States, as was

observed during winter 1977. Contrary to the previous numerical exper

iments, the results indicated that the SSTA over the Pacific can produce

a significant downstream effect over the continental United States. The

different results between the NCAR experiment (Kutzbach et ?l., 1977;
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Chervin et al., 1976, 1980) and the GLAS experiment may be attributed to

the spatial structure of the SSTA.

The more significant response of the atmospheric models to tropical

SSTAs than to midlatitude and extratropical SSTAs still has no com

pletely satisfactory explanation. It is believed that both the physical

and dynamical characteristics of the interaction between the ocean and

atmosphere should be explored further. Kraus (1972) claimed that, via

an enhanced air-sea interaction, the role of SSTA should be of most

significance in the tropics for the following reasons:

1) Perturbations induced by changes in the zonal wind stress will

have a much faster response in the tropics due to the higher group

velocity of oceanic Rossby waves at lower latitudes.

2) Local upwelling should produce larger surface temperature

variations because of the shallower thermocline in the warm sea

areas.

3) Surface temperature variations in the tropics can produce

larger variations in the heat supply than is possible in higher

(colder) latitudes.

If ocean-atmosphere feedbacks are not considered, the middle lati

tude SSTA could be inefficient in significantly changing the global

diabatic heating. The atmosphere over these areas behaves in a highly

nonlinear fashion and is affected by transient eddies and baroclinic

instability. Ashe (1978) discussed an indirect offset of middle lati

tude SSTA. The anomalies would change the static stability parameter

near the surface, which in turn would affect the baroclinic instability

of the atmosphere. The advection of unstable eddies of this kind could

cause a significant effect on the longwave pattern, and this large scale
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change could feed back to affect the diabatic heating itself (Ashe,

1978). Cyclogensis at middle latitudes is created by land and sea

surface temperature contrast, the zonal wind, the mountain chains and

the latent heat released. So the relation between middle latitude SSTA

and the atmosphere is more complicated than a simple direct response of

the atmo:;phere to the anomalies.

The complex and nonlinear interactions between different variables

describing the ocean-atmosphere circulations are an important factor in

obtaining significant results from different experiments. A change in

the lower boundary surface temperature may affect the cloud distribu

tion, which again has a feedback to the atmospheric circulation. The

results of a simple, coupled air-sea model (Lau, 1979) indicated that

sea surface temperature distribution, which is strongly controlled by

the ocealic upwelling, is the primary factor in determining the location

and mOVt~ment of the tropical rainbelt. The strongest convective ac

tivity in the ITCZ, however, depends mainly on the moisture supply from

horizont3l convergence and the static stability of the lower atmosphere,

but do not necessarily coincide with the occurrence of maximum sea

surface temperatures. The increase of sea surface temperature, while

increasing the evaporation, condensation and precipitation, was found to

be associated with a decrease in the global cloudiness and relative

humidity (Schneider and Dickinson, 1974; Roads, 1978). Sellers (1976)

suggested that a possible reason for these results was that an increase

in temperature may correspond to an increase in convective cloudiness, a

decrease in stratus cloudiness, and a decrease in total cloud area,

along with an increase in condensation from increased evaporation.
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Stephens and Webster (1981) concluded that surface temperature and ver

tical temperature structure is acutely sensitive to the C10ld amount and

cloud form. Low clouds cool the surface and high cloud~; warm it. A

study by Wetherald and Manabe (1980) showed that if the solar constant

was increased, clouds diminish in the upper and middle troposphere at

most latitudes and increase in the lower stratosphere and near the

earth's surface. The area mean change in the net incoming solar radia

tion is compensated by the outgoing terrestrial radiation at the top of

the atmosphere. Owing to this compensation, the change of cloud cover

has a relatively minor effect on the sensitivity of the area mean cli

mate. Meanwhile another study by Shukla and Sud (1981), using the GLAS

model to investigate the effect of cloud radiation feedblck, showed a

significant change in the simulated large scale circulations of the

model.

Ramage (1977) suggested that interpretation of the precipitation

patterns from numerical models must be made with caution because most

numerical models are non-interactive; the sea surface temperature is

prescribed and does not change as a result of the atmospheric conditions

above it. Even with interactive models, the problem still exists with

convective parameterization. The most complex parameteri2:ation schemes

still cannot resemble the complicated nature of convection, especially

in the tropics. The results may give a realistic picture of the actual

atmosphere. As an example of this problem, Ramage tested an empirical

formula given by Rowtree (1976a). The empirical formuLa correlates

precipitation with SSTA in the Pacific region east of the date line and

from the equator to 20 oN. In this region the area-averaged sea surface

temperature increased 1.7°C between December 1971 and December 1972 .
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According to the empirical formula of Rowntree' s model, the rainfall

should helve increased 5.8 mrn/ day. But the observations showed that

rainfall decreased by 3.4 mrn/day.

1.4 Scope of the Present Study

The present research has two main phases. The first is the devel

opment of a global spectral model. The second is to examine theoretical

arguments using such a model. We intend to gain more understanding of

the dynarlical response of the atmosphere to possible existing patterns

of SSTA ,nd mid-tropospheric thermal anomalies. The points of investi

gation are:

1) The atmospheric response to SSTA at different locations. For

example, how does the atmosphere respond to a cold SSTA in the

North Pacific, a warm SSTA in the equatorial eastern Pacific, or to

bott at the same time? The response of the atmosphere to negative

SSTP in the North Pacific and positive SSTA in the equatorial

regi on was not examined before. A recent study by Horel and

Wallace (J981) suggested that this pattern of the SSTA has a signi

fic,nt influence on Northern Hemisphere weather.

2) The effect of mid-tropospheric thermal anomalies which may

exilt as a result of anomalous release of latent heat. Atmospheric

thelmal anomalies are more likely to occur as propagating waves

which resemble the atmospheric motion in a certain region. We will

be :oncerned with thermal anomalies in the tropical region which

are triggered by the interannual variability of the location of the

ITe::.

3) The atmosphere may have a different memory of the thermal

anollalies at different locations. In other words, if the anomalies
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were removed there would be different recognition of :mch an effect

by the atmosphere, depending on their location and the associated

atmospheric circulation.

The experiments are designed to examine both the local and remote

atmospheric response to SSTA or mid-tropospheric thermal allomalies. The

analysis includes the horizontal wind, geopotential height, temperature,

vertical motion, and evaporation fields. The average tropospheric

amplitudes of the transports and variances resulting from ;itationary and

transient eddy components also are analysed.

For this purpose a low order spectral global model :.n linear bal

ance was developed. Nonlinear interactions, topographi: forcing and

sea-land differential heating were included. There are 110 assumptions

of zonal sYmmetry or specification of the zonal flow. This type of

medium complexity model, in which the dynamical and phys:,cal processes

are simplified without contradicting important observations of the

atmosphere, provide a further insight into the results clf the compli

cated general circulation models, which usually have more degrees of

freedom. The model developed has an advantage over stead'" state linear

models or non-steady state linear models in that the time dependent

nonlinear interaction of heating and motion can be simuJ ated. On the

other hand, the simplicity of the model relative to large scale general

circulation models gives the advantage of an easier int4~rpretation of

the model's results.

The economic computer runs of medium complexity models have the

advantage of examining more hypotheses and running for longer periods of

integration without excessive cost. In the present study the model was

used for a 3 month simulation of the winter circulation for the control
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and anoDlaly cases. The completion of 30 days integration takes about 50

seconds using the NCAR CRAY I machine. The model could be used eco

nomically for extended periods of integration. Kraus and Lorenz (1966)

used a model by Lorenz (1960) for very long periods of integration to

study tne variability and predictability of the atmosphere. Models of

such de,ign have been used for climate sensitivity studies. Salmon and

Hendersllott (1976) used a quasi-geostrophic model to study the effect of

SSTA Oil the atmospheric circulation. Kikuchi (1979) used a model

similar to the one presented here, except that in the present model we

assume 3 variable static stability and a hydrologic cycle in the lower

layer fDr studying the influence of orography and land-sea distribution

on the Northern Hemisphere winter circulation. Held and Suerz (1978)

develop,~d a two level primitive equation model which was used to examine

the re~ponse of the atmosphere to perturbations of the solar constant

(Held ~~ a1., 1981).

Ch~pter 2 presents the model description and formulation. In

Chapter 3 the simulated January climate of the model i~ compared with

observations. Experiment design and results are explained in Chapters 4

and 5.



2. A TWO-LEVEL GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL

2.1 Introduction

A two level global, spectral model using pressure as a vertical

coordinate has been designed. The system of equations retains the

nonlinear interactions between the dependent variables. :'he system is

quasi-geostrophic in a linear balance form (Lorenz, 1960). The mechani

cal effects of orography have been introduced in the fOlm of a lower

boundary vertical velocity. The differential diabatic hE ating due to

the distribution of land and sea also are parameterized. B)th orography

and differential heating between land and sea are importailt mechanisms

for producing a correct amplitude and phase of the mic dIe latitude

ultra-long waves (wave numbers 1-4) (Sankar-Rau and Saltzman, 1969;

Bates, 1977). The solar radiation budget is specified as a function of

latitude and time. Longwave emissivities also are incillded. Static

stability is variable in the model. This condition is llecessary for

conserving the sum of energies of the model. Also, it is important for

our purpose of sensitivity studies. The model uses a mo isture budget

equation in its lower layer only, with a convective adjustment to pre

vent super-critical lapse rates. Under reversible adiabatic processes,

the equations conserve the sum of kinetic energy and available potential

energy.

In the horizontal domain a rhomboidal spectral trun :ation is as

sumed (truncated at zonal wave number 9) (Fig. 2.1). fhe dependent

variables are expanded in terms of their harmonic coefficients with

spherical harmonics as basis functions.
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Basic Equations

The following system of equations forms the basic s~ructure of the

model. The velocity field at each level is split into its rotational

and divergent parts. For a certain level, Q, the syst€m of equations

representing the model's atmosphere is given by

(2.1)

the vorticity equation

the thermodynamic energy equation

the thermal wind equation

the Continuity equation

K

[::1 (W
h

) +('v ) ,
Q v Q

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

and the moisture budget equation (at the lower level only I

~ = - V'(~lq) + E - Pc + (Sh)l' (2.6)

In (2.1) to (2.6), ~ = (u,v) is the horizontal velocity, w the

vertical pressure velocity, ~ the stream function, X the Telocity poten-

tial, e the potential temperature, and q the water vapo:' mixing ratio.

(Fh) and (F) are the horizontal and vertical frictioI respectively.
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f is th~ Coriolis parameter; K = Ric , where R is the gas constant for
p

dry air, and c is the specific heat at constant pressure. p is thep 0

pressurE- at the lower boundary (1000 mb). (Wh) and (Wv) are the hori-

zontal <.nd vertical temperature diffusion, respectively. W is included
v

in tIe iiabatic heating rate, Q, after parameterizing the vertical heat

fluxes. (Sh)l is the horizontal diffusion of moisture. Q is the sum of

diabatil: heating rates per unit mass. E is the evaporation rate from

the sur~ce to the lower layer and P is the precipitation rate.
c

Thl: diffusion and diabatic heating functions need to be parameter-

ized in terms of the dependent variables t/JQ' 8Q, illQ , XQ' vQ and q in

order t) form, with the necessary boundary conditions, a closed system

of equa:ions.

Tht~ two levels represented in the model are 750 mb (Q=l) and 250 mb

(Q=3). The average values of the modeled variables are calculated at

the low~r and upper layers. An intermediate level, 500 mb (£.=2) also is

used for calculation of the vertically averaged conditions of the

model's atmosphere. The lower boundary is the 1000 mb level (Q=O) (Fig.

2.2).

Th~ upper layer is heated by short- and long-wave radiation, by the

lateral diffusion of heat, and by the heat released by convective ad-

justmen:. The lower layer is heated by short and longwave radiation,

lateral diffusion of heat, sensible heat flux from the surface, and

latent heat release due to condensation, and is cooled by the heat

transferred upward by the convective adjustment. Evaporation from the

surface is the only source of moisture to the lower layer. Condensed

water j s assumed to fall as precipitation, without any re-evaporation

into the lower layer.
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2.3 Bcundary Conditions

III the horizontal resolution all wave number modes up to wave

number 9 have been retained, in order to maintain the interaction be-

tween :he two hemispheres. A wall at the equator was not assumed.

He boundary condition for the vertical velocity in a pressure-

coordirate system, ill, at the top of the model's atmosphere is

The me :hanical influence of orography is introduced in the model as a

verticcl velocity at the lower boundary (1000 mb), ill 1- O. Rather,
s

ill = V -Vp
f -s g'

where v is the rotational pal. L of the 750 mb wind velocity. The con
- -s

tributi on from the divergent part is at least one order of magnitude

less, hence is neglected. p is the surface pressure due to orography.
g

Applyirg the continuity equation (2.5) at different levels, the vertical

pressUl e velocities at the different levels are given by

ill, = -ilpV2X3 , (2.7),

ill, = -~ V2X (2.8)
2 3'

ill] = _~E V2 (2X
3

+X
l
), (2.9)

and ill = -ilp V2 (X
3

+X
1
), (2.10)

~

where L.p is the difference between the upper and lower levels == 500 mb.

W£ define X
s

' the velocity potential at the surface, such that

(2.11)

Then

(2.12)
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whl're 11 is the normalized pressure = pg/p0' Po = 2.6.p

fr(lm (2.10) and (2.11), and we obtain

For computing the surface pressure, p , the continent~l elevations,
g

smoothed over 5° latitude x 5° longitude "squares" are u:.ed (Berkofsky

and Bertoni, 1955). The conversion from elevation heigh1.s to pressure

-3is done assuming an atmosphere with a constant lapse rate of 6.5 x 10

oK m- 1

The low order truncation used in the model is considered as a

further filter to satisfy the quasi-geostrophic approximatlon, where the

vertical velocity should be three orders of magnitude less than the

horizontal wind (Haltiner, 1971). Fig. 2.3 shows the smoothed orography

disLribution used in the model.

2.4 Horizontal Diffusion

The horizontal diffusion terms are not necessary for computational

stability when using a spectral model. They are required to inhibit

spurious growth of amplitude at scales close to the point of truncation

due to spectral blocking (Puri and Bourke, 1974). Atl level ..Q. the

diffusion terms are given by

(2.14)

(2.15)

(2.16)

where kh
5 2 -1= 1.0 x 10 m sec (Phillips, 1956) is the lateral eddy

diffusion coefficient, and a is the radius of the earth. The last term

on the right side of (2.14) is due to the effect of a spherical earth.
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2.5 Vertical Diffusion

2.5.1 Parameterization of Frictional Dissipation

The two assumptions used for parameterizing the fri :tional dis-

sipation are as follows (Lorenz, 1961):

a) Surface frictional drag is proportional to the flow in the

surface layer;

b) friction between the two layers is proportional to the

difference between the flow of the two layers.

(F )
v .Q

or.Q
= - g

0p
(2.17)

where r.Q is the rotation stress due to vertical diffusion at

level .Q.

(F ) = &.- (r - r )
v 3 Llp 4 2

(F ) =L (r2 - r O)·
v 1 Llp

(2.18)

(2.19)

The rotational stress at the top of the model's atmosptere, r 4' is

assumed to be equal to zero. The coefficients of friction at the under-

lying surface and the surface separating the layers are d!noted by k
s

and 2kd , respectively.

r O =+ ~ k. 'iJ24J
g s s

(2.20)

(2.21)

where 4J is the surface stream function extrapolated from the values at
s

levels 250 mb and 750 mb, assuming 4J is linear with respect to height.

Substituting (2.20) and (2.21) into (2.18) and (2.19), we ottain
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(F ' = -k 'il2 ($3 - $1)'v' d
3

and
(F ' = k 'il2 ($ - $ ) - k 'il2 tjJv· d 3 1 s s'

1

(2.22)

(2.23)

eddy stn~ss coefficient, and PQ
and P are the air densities at level Q

s

and at the surface respectively.

and Chanley, 1959) are given by

k 4 x 10-6 -1.. sec
s

and kd 5 x 10-7 -1.. sec

The two coefficients (Kikuchi, 1969

2.5.2 Snrface Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes

The heat and moisture fluxes are calculated in the same way as was

described by Bourke et a1. (1977). The sensible heat flux at the lower

layer is calculated using the bulk formula

(T
g

T ),
a

(2.24)

whe:re T is the surface air temperature at anemometer level, T is
a a

extrapolnted from the temperature values at 250 mb and 750 mb to level

1000 mb, Cd is the drag coefficient, and Tg is the surface temperature,

which if determined from the surface thermal energy balance. Over

water, the sea surface temperatures are specified.

The evaporation from the surface to the lower layer is given by

E = p cdlv I GW(q (T) - h q (T )). (2.25)
s ssg ss a

The amount of latent heat lost from the surface due to evaporation is

Q
e

= LE, (2.26)

where h is a measure of the relative humidity in the layer. The wet
s

ness pal ameter, GW, is equal to unity on water surfaces. Over land
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surfaces

GW = 0.25.

The drag coefficent cd is assumed to be constant over L.nd and oceans.

Over land cd = 0.004 and for the ocean case cd = O. 001 Bourke et a1.,

1977) . q is the saturation mixing ratio at 1000 mb.
s

2.6 Radiation Budget

2.6.1 Solar Radiation

The incoming solar radiation at the top of the modEl's atmosphere

is calculated as a function of daily mean zenith angle (Wetherald and

Manabe, 1972) . Diurnal variation of the solar energ) is excluded.

The mean zenith angle Zis given by

cosz = sin~ sino + (cos~ coso sin H )/H ,
o 0

where ~ is the latitude angle, 0 is the declination angle

hour angle given by

-1H = cos (-tan~ tano)
o

. N-80=23.45 sln2n (360 ).

(2.27)

and H is the
o

(2.28)

N is the number of days measured from day 0 at OOZ 1 January.

The incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmo:,phere is given

by

S = S H In,
0 0

where

[::f s cosz
S c=

0

~ - 0

~ - 0

< n
2
n

> "2'

(2.29)

(2.30)
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S is the solar constant, assumed as 1400 W/m2 . Recent measurements of
c

solar irradiance from earth orbiting satellites (Smith et al., 1982)

give an average value about 1375 W/m2 .

a and a are the instantaneous and mean distances of the earth froms (

the sun, :~espectively,

a
s

a
o

N-94= 1 + .01676 sin2rr (360 ). (2.31)

The solar radiation absorbed by the atmosphere (Saltzman, 1967), S , is
r

given by

S _. x(l-r )5,
r a (2.32)

where x is the absorptivity of the atmosphere, assumed to be constant =
0.26 in tlis study.

r is the albedo of the atmosphere. This parameter was calculateda

using a f)rmula by Vernekar (1975), which includes the mean zonal amount

of clouds.

r
a (0: + ~c)c (2.33)

~ is a constant equal to 0.38, 0: is a function of latitude, c is the

amount or low and medium clouds in tenths of sky cover. Although the

model ha; no explicit modulation of the clouds, they are implicitly

included through the atmospheric albedo and the solar energy budget.

The net solar energy absorbed by the earthfs surface is given by

S = (I-x) (l-r ) (l-r ) S,s a s

where r is the January zonal-average albedo of the earth fs surface
s

(oceans are not included). The surface albedos are categorized as areas

of permarent ice (albedo = 0.8), partial 5now or ice cover (Albedo = 0.4

to 0.6), deserts or patchy snow in midd le and low latitudes (Albedo =
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0.2 to 0.3), dense forests (Albedo = 0.10 to 0.15). Tb.e values of

different parameters used for the January solar radiation calculations

are given in Table (2.1).

The above formulae give a global average planetary c lbedo :: 34%.

Stephens et al. (1981), using satellite observations, Estimated the

global average planetary albedo for January to be 31%. Fig. 2.4 reveals

the calculated solar radiation absorbed by the atmospl.ere and the

earth's surface at the first of January.

2.6.2 ~ongwave Radiation

The calculation of the longwave radiative cooling makes use of a

simple non-interactive scheme. The computations are perforned by taking

longwave flux differences across each layer. The upward and downward

emissivities were estimated from values given by StonE and Manabe

(1968). Those values were calculated using an 18 level radLation model.

Average vertical profiles of temperature, water vapor, OZOle and carbon

dioxide were used for calculation of the longwave fluxes.

The atmosphere in the present model is divided into two layers.

The net longwave flux at the surface is given by

L = £ B T 4.
S S g

The net longwave flux at 500 mb is

L
2 = £ B T/,2

(2.34)

(2.35)

and the net longwave flux at the top of the model's atmosph~re is

B is the Stefen-Boltzman constant. £s' £2 and £4 are the let emissivi

ties at the surface, 500 mb and the top of the atmosphere, respectively.
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Table 2.1

Parameters Used for Solar Radiation Calculations

Paraneter

Latitud,~

Clouds

c

Atmospheric

Albedo (r )a

Surface

Albedo (r )
s

84.1 0.35 0.096 0.8

76.5 0.41 0.129 0.8

68.9 0.48 0.179 0.8

61.3 0.54 0.305 0.4

53.6 0.56 0.343 0.3

45.9 0.54 0.316 0.2

38.3 0.45 0.248 0.2

30.6 0.37 0.185 0.18

23. 0.28 0.131 0.15

15.3 0.29 0.145 0.14

7.7 0.32 0.167 0.14

O. 0.38 0.207 0.14

-7.7 0.36 0.193 0.12

-15.3 0.35 0.183 0.1

-23.C 0.34 0.166 0.1

-30.E 0.36 0.179 0.1

-38.~ 0.42 0.227 0.1

-45.S 0.51 0.293 0.1

-53. E 0.60 0.377 0.5

-61.~ 0.62 0.369 0.5

-68. S 0.55 0.6 0.6

-76.: 0.47 0.6 0.6

-84. J 0.40 0.6 0.6
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Basl~d on the Stone-Manabe model, the net emissivi ties were assigned

the valUl~s

Eo .. 0.26,s

Eo 2
.. 0.74,

and Eo 4
.- 0.11.

Thus, th,~ longwave heating rate of the lower layer is

(QL ~ (L L)11 =~p s - 2'

and the Longwave heating rate of the upper layer is

2.7 Surface Temperature

(2.37)

(2.38)

The bulk formulae (2.24) and (2.25) require the surface temperature

T. Over land and ice surfaces the temperature is calculated from the
g

thermal energy equilibrium on the surface, assuming negligible heat

capacity of the earth (Holloway and Manabe, 1971). The net solar radia-

tion absorbed by the earth's surface (S ), the sensible heat exchange
s

with the lower layer (Q ), the longwave emission of the earth's surface
s

and the latent heat due to evaporation from the surface (Q ) are in
e

balance;

S = Eo BT 4 + Q + Q + I(T - 271.2°).ssg s e g (2.39)

sphere.

The last term on the right side represents the conduction of heat from

unfrozen water below sea ice in the polar latitudes of the winter hemi

Assuming a thermal conductivity of ice, T = 2.1 J m- 1 °K- 1
c

-1
sec temperature of the underlying water of 271.2°K, and an ice

depth, d = 2 m, then the constant I = Tcld = 1.05 W/m2°K- 1 . This term

is needE d to prevent unrealistically cold temperatures in the Northern

Hemisphere polar regions during winter.
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Equation (2.39) is solved over land and sea ice areas using

Newton's iteration method (Appendix I).

Over the oceans the sea surface temperatures are sp=cified using

the mean January climatological values. Since the vari ation of sea

surface temperatures between late winter and early spring is small, we

keep these temperatures unchanged during the three monLh simulation

(January, February and March).

2.8 Large Scale Precipitation and Convective Adjustment

The model has a moisture content in the lower layer (level 1) only.

The procedure for large scale precipitation and the conve:tive adjust-

ment starts after completing each time step of integration. The mixing

ratio harmonics are transformed to physical space, and then the model's

atmosphere is examined for super saturation at each grid point.

If q(T1) < yqs(T1), then no precipitation or convective adjustment

takes place. The parameter y represents a specified critical relative

humidity (y = 0.85 in this study), T1 is the temperaturE: at any grid

point in level 1, and q and qs are the mixing ratio and the saturation

mixing ratio, respectively.

On the other hand, if q(T1) ~ yqs(T1), condensation occurs with the

associated latent heat release. The temperature T1 will be agumented by

an increment ~T, such that

L
~T = c

p
(2.40)

where q' is the new saturation mixing ratio at the temperature T + ~T,
s

aq
s

q~ = yqs + y aT ~T. (2.41)
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Using tae Clausius-Clapeyron equation, (2.41) takes the form

Lq
s

q~ = yqs + y~ ~T
v

(2.42)

where:~ is the water vapor gas constant. The rate of condensation
v

(precipitation) per unit mass, P , is given by
c

where ~t is the time step of integration. Using (2.40) and (2.42)

q-yq yL2

Pc =~ / (1 + c R T2
P v 1

q ).
s

(2.43)

It is clear that a relevant form of (2.40) is

L
.61 = P ~t.

c c
P

(2.44)

Ajter the release of latent heat in the lower layer as a result of

the con.densation of water vapor, the atmosphere is tested to see if

convective adjustment is required. Convection is assumed to develop if

the atnosphere is unstable relative to the moist adiabatic lapse rate

r. IJ the temperature lapse rate is greater than r , then the tempera-
s s

ture o~ the two levels are adjusted to stabilize the model's atmosphere

by coo,ing the lower layer and warming the upper layer, with the verti-

cally Lveraged temperature conserved. The new lapse rate is the same as

r .
s

2.9 Mlldel Equations

The system of equations (2.1 - 2.6) together with the vertical

bounda7 conditions discussed before (Section 2.3) are expanded at

levels 1 and 3 of the model. We use the average values ~ = (~l + ~a)/2

and B = (8 1 + 8a)/2 by adding the two systems of equations at the two
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levels. The difference equations for t = (l)J3 - l)J1) /2 and a = (83 -

81 )/2 are calculated by subtracting the equations in both layers. For

consistency of notation we introduce Xl such that X == Xl' Thus, the

system (2.1 - 2.6) will reduce to the following:

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

and
(2.51)

K
where b = l[[l]

2 4

1 K
- [4] ] = .124.

This is a system of seven equations with seven unknowns

l)J, t, 8, a, Xl' Xs ' q.
A

All the budget values Fh , Fh , Fv' Fv' Wh , Wh , 81 , E, Pc' I ~ and Q are

either specified or calculated, as discussed previously.

(2.52)

(2.53)

(2.54)
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(2.55)

(2.56)

Q is o:he vertically averaged diabatic heating per unit mass, and Q

is the diJ"ference in the diabatic heating bett'leen the two levels.

(2.57)

(2.58)

The sllrface stream function is extrapolated from the values at the

two level; assuming that 4J is linear with height (Salmon and

HendershotL, 1976).

4J = U - 1.6t (2.59)
s

The above system represents the structure of the model. This system

will be transformed to the spectral space using the spherical harmonics

as basis fanctions.

2.10 Spec:ral and Finite Difference Methods

The c)nventional spectral method is Galerkin's method based on ex-

panding tlte different variables with a truncated series of surface

spherical harmonics. The method is used for the numerical integration

of the hyd~odynamical equations. Two types of expansion are often used,

the triangllar and rhomboidal truncations. The advantages of the spec-

tral metho:! over the usual finite difference methods are summarized as

follows (Mlchenhauer, 1974):

1) The non-linear terms are alias free, which prohibits the exis-

tence of the non-linear instability described by Phillips (1959).
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2) Quadratic area integral invariants like the kiletic energy and

enthalpy also are invariant for the truncated system, since the

error fields are orthogonal to the variables.

3) Linear terms are computed without any truncatiol error.

4) No special treatment is required for dealing with the polar

region when using the vorticity and divergence fields. By con

trast, in the finite difference method the horizontal wind com

ponents are discontinuous at the pole.

5) The friction term of the finite difference meth)ds is necessary

to prevent aliasing instability. It also is necessary for the

removal of energy from the shortwave end of the spectrum. When

using the spectral method, it also is important to nevent blocking

of energy at the highest wave numbers retained, tut in this case

the purpose is only a simulation of the effect of :he small scales

not retained in the representation.

A study by Hoskins and Simmons (1974) compared f:.nite difference

and spectral models. The study showed that no one method has a super

iority in all respects. In comparison with the finite dLfference model,

the spectral model gave much improved solutions for thE amplitudes and

phases of the predicted waves. On the other hand, the fLnite difference

model gave a more accurate representation of the frontal systems.

It is of interest to compare the two types of trun:ation mentioned

before, namely the rhomboidal and triangular. For the same zonal wave

number truncation, the triangular representation has fewer degrees of

freedom than the rhomboidal and hence requires less com lUting time. If

we retain the same degrees of freedom in both the trialgular and rhom

boidal truncations, the former will be more appropriate for mean zonal
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fields tl.an the latter. At the same time the rhomboidal truncation

could introduce higher wave numbers, namely the eddies. The same study

by Hoskirs and Simmons (1974) did not give a definite conclusion con-

cerning tIe comparison between rhomboidal and triangular truncation. In

some experiments the rhomboidal truncation gave a more accurate approxi-

mation to the solution than the triangular truncation. In other experi-

ments thl: triangular truncation gave a more efficient description of

Rossby wave instability.

In t his study we used the rhomboidal truncation since it gives a

comparabl~ resolution in both horizontal directions.

2.11 §Ee:tral Method

The dependent variables ~, t, X, Xs ' 8, G, q are expanded in trun

cated series of the form

M
X(IJ,~) = L

m=-M

Iml+J
L

n=lm\
(!-I,ll.) (2.60)

where X is any variable being studied, Xm are harmonic coefficients, A
n

is longit~de, IJ is the sine of latitude, m is the zonal wavenumber, n is

the degrl~e of a spherical harmonic component, In- mI is a meridional

wavenumber in the sense that there are In- ml zero crossings of ym
n

between eluator and pole, Mis the highest zonal wave number retained in

the truncated series, and J is the highest value of In- m\ retained in the

truncated series. yffi are spherical harmonic functions defined by
n

pm are the Associated Legendre functions of the first kind
n

(2.61)

dn+ ill
---------- ( lJ 2 - 1)n
dlJn+ In

(2.62)
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A spherical harmonic coefficient is defined by

1
2n +1

X yffi*Xm = f f dlJdAn 4n
n

0 -1

where m* is the complex conjugate of ym.y
n n

ym are orthogonal over the surface of the sphere, i.e
n

2n +1 mi , 11 for (m1,n1) = (m,n)
1 f f yffi y 1 dlJdA4n = o for (m1,n1) t: (m,n) ,

0 -1 n n1

(2.63)

(2.64)

and are eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator

where a is the radius of the sphere.

(2.65)

The coefficients fo~ negative and

positive values of m are related in the following way:

Nonlinear terms are transformed from grid point space to :;pectral space

using the full transform method (Machenhauer and Rasmussen, 1972;

Orszag, 1970). The method is computationally highly effident relative

to the interaction coefficient method for J > 9.

The procedure for calculating the spectral coeffi< ients of the

nonlinear terms using the full transform method is as follows:

1) Calculate the nonlinear terms at each grid poiIJ t in physical

space.

2) Transform to the Fourier space at each Gaussian latitude, using

fast Fourier transform routines.

3) Transform to the spectral space using the Gaussi an quadrature

formula.
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High:.y nonlinear terms, like diabatic heating terms cause problems

in findinl; their spectral transforms. This problem is resolved by using

the full transform method. They are calculated in physical space, then

added to the nonlinear dynamic terms, and the whole sum is transformed

to spectr.ll space.

To glarantee an alias-free solution, there are two conditions that

must be :'ulfilled (11achenhauer and Rasmussen, 1972). These conditions

specify the minimum number of zonal grid points, N , and the minimum
g

number of Gaussian latitudes, I , on the sphere:
s

N > 3 M + 1
g

I > 11 + 3/2 J.s

In case of the rhomboidal truncation (M = J) used here, the latter

condition is

I > 5/2 11.
s

For the si.mulation with wavenumber 9, N = 32 and I = 23.
g s

To transform the system (2.45 - 2.51) to its spectral form, each

variable is expanded using (2.60). The resulting equations are mul-

tiplied and integration of both sides is performed using

equations (2.63 - 2.65). The nonlinear terms are calculated using the

transform method mentioned before.

The system of equations in its spectral form is given by

(2.66)

k 2k
S .1, m _ K n (n+

2
1:1 >I,m + h >I,m

- 2 'l's n h a 'l'n -az- 'l'n
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k
+ ~ l/J m

2 s n 2k t m _ k n (n+l) t m 2kh m
d n h av- n + T t n

(2.67)

and

em = {-J(l/J,8) - J(t,a) - ~(Vx °V8 + Vx oVa + 3aV2x )}mn s s s n

(n+1) k 8m + (Vo(aVx))m + Qm ,- n av- h n n n

om m
a = {- J(l/J,a) - J(t,8) - ~(Vx °V8 + Vx oVa - aV2x )}n s s s n

+ (VXoV8)m _ (n+1) k am + Qm
n n av- h n n'

qm =_ (Vo((kxV(l/J-t) + VX)q))m _ (n+1) k m + (E-P )m,n n n av- "h qn c n

~ m = l/Jm _ 1.6 tm,
s n n n

(2.68)

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

(2.73)

where i = ~=1. The spectral transform of terms of the form Vo(fVt) or

Vo(fVx) is shown in Appendix (II).
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11 must be noted that by solving (2.67), (2.68) and (2.71) we can

obtain an equation for X. The equations are simplified and solved as a

system of tridiagonal matrices to find the spectral coefficients of X

that sntisfy the linear balance approximation. The simplification is

needed to treat the term (V-aVx) in (2.68). To do this, we split a into

its global average [a), and the deviation from this average aI,

(J = [a) + a l
•

Then

The first term on the right side of the above equation is of a larger

order of magnitude and is added to the other unknown terms, which in-

elude X The smaller, second term, is considered as a known parameter

and cal.:ulated using the values of X at the previous time step. The

method :.s found to be stable. It significantly reduces the number of

calculations at this stage.

2. 12 !~n=rgetics of the Model

The two layer model discussed here conserves th(: sum of kinetic and

availabl,~ potential energy under reversill.e adiabatic processes (Lorenz,

196)). [f one introduces the topographical forcing as a lo~er boundary

ver~ical velocity, it is hard to verify the energy conservation (Burger

and Ripholgen, 1979). It is only the very simple lower boundary condi-

tiOll W :: a (used by Lorenz) at p = 1000 mb that guarantee:; an energy-
s

conservirg system.

The kinetic and available potential energies, KE and AP, respec-

tively, are expressed jn the forms
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KE =~ (\7ljJ" \7ljJ + \7': ·\7t)
g

and
2b c ~p [(8')2 + (a')2]

AP = P
g k

[a] + [a2 + (8 ' ) 2 + (a I ) 2] 2

(2.74)

(2.75)

The square brackets [ ] indicate the global area avera ge and the's

indicate the deviation from that average.

In spectral space the kinetic and available potentia: energy within

a spherical harmonic mode are given by

and

(KE)m = ~ ( ljJm 2 + t m
2) n(n+1) (2-6 ), for m > (I

n ga n n om (2.76)

(AP)m =
n

2b c ~p ( 8m
2 + am 2) (2-6 )

p n n om

g aO + {LL 8 r
2 + ar

2
o s srs

(2.77)

for n 1 0 m> 0, where 6 = 1 and 6 = 0 for m > O.
00 om

2.13 Initial Conditions and Time Integrations

The model integration starts from a hypothetical, horizontally

isothermal, atmosphere at rest with a moist adiabatic lapse rate. The

model runs for sixty days assuming perpetual solar for :ing (first of

January). This initialization procedure is used in or< er to reach a

statistically steady state. After that the solar declinal:ion is changed

daily to simulate the climates of January (days 61-90), February (days

91-120), and March (days 121-150). These runs are considl~red as control

runs for the comparable periods within the experiments.

The time difference method used is the centered (leap-frog) scheme.

To avoid the growth of unnecessary computational modes, ,I time smoother

was used on the prognostic variables (Asselin, 1972) at e',ery time step.
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The diff Jsion terms were calculated using values at the previous time

step to l~nsure computational stability. The time step used was 2 hours.

2 .14 Th,~ Quasi-Geostrophic Versus Primitive Equation Model

The dominant energies of the ultra-longwaves (zonal wave numbers

1-4) and longwaves (wave numbers 5-9) are quasi-geostrophic. The quasi-

geostrop:lic approximation assumes near-balance between the Coriolis

force and the pressure gradient force. This balance between the two

forces eaables us to ignore the time variation of the horizontal diver-

gence arrong other terms in the divergence equation. The magnitude of

the velo:ity potential (X) is about an order of magnitude less than that

of the :;tream function (w). This also was noticed in results of the

present model concerning the two variables. The relatively high fre-

quency gravity waves are filtered. The filtering of the gravity waves

gives the advantage of using a large time step when the prognostic

equations are numerically integrated. Using th,e primitive equations

requires a much smaller time step to satisfy the stability conditions,

unless the semi-implicit scheme is used. Even with that procedure, the

time st(~P is less than the one used in filtered models of the same

resolution. The quasi-geostrophic models have been used for prediction

of middle latitude circulations where the ultra-longwaves and longwaves

are well defined by the balance between the two forces mentioned above.

2.14.1 Scale Analysis

The conditions under which the primitive equations could be reduced

to the luasi-geostrophic system can be summarized as (e.g. I Phillips,

1963)

2)

R «1
o

BG - R2R. '" 1,
o ~
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where Rand R. are the Rossby and Richardson numbers, reEpectively, and
o l

BG is the Burger number. These nondimensional numbers He defined as

follows:

In these equations, U is the horizontal velocity; L is the horizontal

scale; H is the vertical scale; Q is the angular velocit) of the earth;

f :s the Coriolis parameter; g is the acceleration of grE vity, and (~)

refers to the vertical density stratification. The se :ond condition

implies that R ~ ~Rl. which cannot be fulfilled in the tlopics since R.
o l l

ha: a typical value of nearly 40 for atmospheric long a Id ultra long-

wa'-es.

In this model the variability of f with latitude is retained. Due

to the larger values of R
o

in the equatorial regions, the quasi-

gel/strophic model cannot detect many features of the tro pical circula-

ti(,n.

2.:4.2 Effect of Filtering the Gravity Waves

Besides the question of validity of the geostrophic approximation

in tropical regions, it is also necessary to discuss the effect of

filtering gravity waves on the tropical circulation. The most important

type is the Kelvin wave. In the longitude-height plane a Kelvin wave is

simply an ordinary internal gravity wave which propagate; downward and

eas tward in the tropical s tratosphere. Kelvin waves may provide a

we~;terly momentum source for the semiannual oscillation, There is no
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direct ollservational evidence linking the stratospheric Kelvin waves to

any weat.ler disturbances in the troposphere (Holton, 1976). There are

some the·)retical studies, using linear primitive equation models, that

tend to explain the east-west tropical Walker Circulation in terms of

propagatjon of Kelvin waves (e.g., Gill, 1980). In all such studies,

the Rayldgh friction in the troposphere was assumed to be very high as

compared to the observed values.

2.14. 3 ~ 'alidity of the Model for the Proposed Study

Altlough a nonlinear quasi-geostrophic model will not represent the

tropical circulation as accurately as a primitive-equation model, the

former C;Lll be used efficiently as a general circulation model to study

the response of the midlatitude atmosphere to lower boundary forcing in

the tropics. A nonlinear quasi-geostrophic model will be more appli

cable th ill a linear primitive equation model for such studies. This

statemen1 is deemed true since the atmosphere itself is highly non

linear. Also, for a quasi-geostrophic model the fulfillment of the

energy c mstraints and the large time step used are both desirable in

long tern integrations. Semi-implicit schemes give the advantage of

using 1a cge time steps in the case of the primitive equation models.

However, they still use smaller time steps than those used by a quasi

geostropl.ic model of the same resolution. The planetary Rossby waves,

which ar ~ the maj or modes representing motions away from the equator,

are quas i -geostrophi.c in character. At the same time, it is not yet

clear hOi the Kelvin waves affect, or interact with, the midlatitude

planetar~' waves. In other words, the response of the midlatitude atmo

sphere to thermal heating in the tropics may not be affected by the
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propagation of the Kelvin waves there. In the tropics the local re

sponse to the heating seems to be a direct type of cil'culation. In

either case, many features of the tropical circulation could not be

represented accurately with a two level model.

Based on the previous discussion, the present model appears to be

suitable and efficient for studying the response of the large scale

midlatitude atmosphere to thermal anomalies in the tropical regions.



3. COMPARISON OF THE MODEL'S WINTER CLIMATE WITH OBSERVATIONS

In Jrder to gain an understanding of the limitations of the model,

it is inportant to compare the model's climate with the observed large

scale circulation. The simulated January climate is the 30 day average

of days 61 through 90. February and March simulations are the inte

grations from day 91 to day 120 and from day 121 to day 150, respec

tively. In this period of integration from day 61 to day 150, the solar

declination is changed daily as a function of the mean zenith angle

mentioned in Chapter 2. These simulated monthly averages are considered

as control runs for the proposed anomaly experiments.

In this chapter we will compare the simulated January circulation

with the corresponding climatological fields for the same month. The

Northern Hemisphere observed fields were taken from tables given by Oort

and Rasnusson (1971). For some fields the values from 100 S to the south

pole are taken from the observed December-February average values

(Newell et al., 1972).

WhEn comparing the simulated and observed fields we must keep in

mind th~ type of approximations and simplifications assumed in con

structirg the model and also the aim and nature of this research. The

dynamic,: 1 simplifications include use of the linear balance model in

order t< filter out the gravity waves present in the system of primitive

equatioIs. Tle low order of truncation (truncated at zonal wave no. 9)

exclude: the higher wave numbers, which certainly affects the eddy sta

tistics of the model. The vertical resolution of two levels is the
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minimum required to allow baroclinic development. The ph:,rsical simpli-

fications include using zonal average values for the radi.ltive forcing.

For example, we assume a January climatological average fqr the surface

albedo, atmospheric albedo, and cloud amount. The moistlre budget was

considered in the lower layer only. Such simplifications have their

effects on the simulated climate of the model. Since ,'Ie are mainly

concerned with the response of the planetary and long waves in middle

and high latitudes to different locations of the thermal ;momalies, the

model appears to be adequate The analysis of the experinents was done

using the differences between the anomaly cases and the control run.

Therefore the absolute values of the different fields are of secondary

concern.

3.1 Average Zonal Values and Variances Resulting from Sta1ionary and

Transient Eddies

In this section we will consider the 30 day averages representing

January, for different fields. The zonal averages and the variances

resulting from stationary and transient eddies are compartd with obser-

vations. In a two level model, the tropospheric avera,:e for linear

parameters is represented by the values on the intermediate level (500

mb in the present model). Nonlinear parameters, like \Tariances and

transports, are calculated at each level; then are vertically averaged

to represent the simulated tropospheric values.

To clarify the analysis, we define the following sta1istical rela-

tions for a certain variable X (Oort and Rasmusson, 1971):

- 1X =.
Llt

The time average

t
f2 Xdt
tl

(3.1)
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DeJarture from the time average

Zoral Average

1 2n
[Xl =- f XdA.

2n 0

DeI,arture from zonal average

X-k = X - [Xl

ThE variance of X resulting from transient eddies

TX = TX'2T

ThE variance of X resulting from stationary eddies

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

ThE calculation of the transient variances gives an indication of

the dev~~lopment of disturbances in the model (i.e. the weather associ-

ated wi:.h the month of simulation). Naturally this variance will be

more d~ninant in the middle and extratropical latitudes of the winter

hemispht re. The stationary eddy component reflects the effects of the

permanelt forcing. This results mainly from the diabatic heating dif-

ferenceE due to land and sea distributions and also the topographical

gradients.

3.1.1 Lonal Wind Component

In the Northern Hemisphere the simulated 500 mb mean zonal wind is

stronger than the observed values (Fig. 3.1). The maximum value appears

OON h b b' . 6 -1 hat 3 in agreement wit 0 servations, ut 1t 1S m sec more t an

the obsErved maximum. In tropical latitudes the simulated belt of east-

erlies .. s shifted to the Southern Hemisphere, with an amplitude about 4

-1
m sec stronger than the observed. The simulation of the easterlies in

the winter hemisphere seems to be a problem when using balance or quasi-
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geostrophic dynamics (e.g. Wielicki and Hendershott, 19"9; Kikuchi,

1969, 1979). In the Southern Hemisphere the simulated maximum wester

lies are less than those revealed by observations. The characteristics

of the simulated pattern in both hemispheres may be a rE'sult of the

simulated temperature fields and the associated thermal wine components.

In general, the variance in the horizontal wind field is a measure

of the eddy kinetic energy in the atmosphere, and, therefore, it is one

of the basic parameters in the description of the climat~. Thesim

ulated, vertically averaged variance of zonal wind result Lng from the

transient eddies has less amplitude than the observed p'lttern (Fig.

3.2) . In the Northern Hemisphere, both the simulated ,md observed

profiles have the same latitude of maximum variability (abolt SOON). In

the Southern Hemisphere (summer hemisphere) the simulated variance is

generally small. The variance resulting from the stati,mary eddies

(Fig. 3.3), has an amplitude which is comparable with ebservations,

although its maximum is shifted about 100 equatorward within the

Northern Hemisphere. Although the observational data are net available,

the simulated stationary variances in the southern hemisphere seem to be

in the correct position. Also they have less amplitude tban the simu

lated Northern Hemisphere values.

3.1.2 Meridional Wind Component

The mean meridional circulation plays a central role in the opera

tion of the general circulation of the atmosphere. Unfortunately, as

stated by Oort and Rasmusson (1971), it has been a very dJfficult task

to obtain a reliable estimate of the intensity of the mean meridional

circulation. This results from the fact that the zonally ,veraged mer

idional wind component must be estimated from the divergen1, part of the
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wind field, which is generally of a lower order of magnitude than the

rotational part in the middle and high latitudes. At the same time, in

the tropical region, the zonally averaged velocity potentLal is hard to

detect in the observed wind fields. The observed maximum 500 mb mean

meridional wind compenent is about four times larger than the simulated

-1
value (Fig. 3.4), but still less than 1 m sec In the Northern

Hemisphere, the simulated maximum southward mass transport is at 38.5°N~

which agrees with observations. In the Southern Hemispt.ere the simu-

lated pattern changes from southerlies to northerlies at 20 0 S, whereas

observations show the change at 30 0 S. The small values ~f the simulated

meridional wind component are partially a result of zonal average

forcing used in the model, which underestimates the act ual east-west

differences.

The calculated variance due to transient eddies (Fig. 3.5) has the

same latitudinal position of the maximum as the observed one, but with

less amplitude. Both, the position and amplitude of thE variance re-

suIting from stationary eddies (Fig. 3.6) show a better agreement with

observation. The positions of the simulated values in the Southern

Hemisphere also seems to be in reasonable agreement.

It is of interest to note, the close similarity of tle patterns of

[I:1"2"] and [V'2"] for both the simulated and observed tralLsient eddies.

This indicates that the kinetic energy of the developin:~ disturbances

seems to be almost equally distributed among the zonal dnd meridional

wind components. At the same time, both the simulated and observed

fields do not show such similarity in the case of varia!lCeS resulting

from stationary eddies. In the Northern Hemisphere middle and extra-

tropical latitudes, both the model and observations reveal that the

transient components are larger than the standing components.
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The sLmulated variance of horizontal wind resulting from transient

eddies is smaller than that revealed by observations (nearly about 1 to

6). A part of this deficiency is due to the north-south horizontal

resolution used in the model (Manabe et a1., 1965).

3.1.3 Ver:ical Pressure Velocity

The observed values were calculated assuming a zero lower boundary

pressure \ elocity. In other words, the effect of topography was not

taken into account for the observed fields. In the Northern Hemisphere

the maj or areas of subsidence appear to be in the subtropics for both

the simulated and observed fields (Fig. 3.7). The simulated rising

motion in the tropical Southern Hemisphere associated with the active

convection there is broadened, but with lower magnitude, than shown by

observations. However, the main differences bet~yeen the observed and

simulated zonal average vertical velocity are apparent in the extra-

tropical :.atitudes of both hemispheres. In the winter hemisphere the

latitude (f maximum vertical motion seems to be shifted poleward about

12° from the observed maximum.

The ~eographic map for the simulated vertical motion (Fig. 3.B)

shows tha': the model correctly simulates the position of the maximum

rising mo':ion over the eastern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans due to the

effects 0: the Rocky Mountains and Alps, respectively. The Himalayas

cause a rather noisy pattern over eastern Eurasia and the western

Pacific. In the Southern Hemisphere the effect of the Andes also is

clear ove r the South American continent. One should also note, the

upward mo::ion over the tropical western Pacific and the sinking motions

over the (astern Pacific adjacent to the South American continent. This

motion pa t.tern may be interpreted as the vertical branch of a Walker
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3.8 lhe simulated vertical pressure velocity at 500 mb
-6 -1(10 mb sec ) for January (negative values upward,

Fositive values downward).
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type circulation, although the Kelvin waves were filt ered from the

model's equations.

The zonal average variances resulting from stationaly eddies (Fig.

3.9) show that the maximum variability of both the observed and sim

ulated patterns is between 20 0 N and 40 0 N. The simulated pattern does

not show the secondary maxima near the equator and 70 o N. In the

Southern Hemisphere the simulated values give a small II aximum between

30 0 S and 50 0 S.

3.1.4 Free Air Temperature

The zonal average of temperatures at 500 mb is showl. in Fig. 3.10.

The January simulated field is colder than tb.e observed. In addition

the temperature difference between the equator and 75"N exceeds the

observed difference by about 10°C. Both patterns are relatively flat

between 10 0 S and 40 0 N. However, north of 40 0 N the simulated temperature

gradient is steeper than revealed by the observations. ]n the Southern

Hemisphere we cannot rely on the observed (December - Febluary) averages

since January may differ from the three-month average. ] n general, the

simulated temperature is warmer than the observed between 35°S and 75°S.

The geographic maps of the simulated January tempentures for the

750 mb and 500 mb levels (Fig. 3.l1a,b) reveal a reasomble f,imulation

of these fields. In particular, note the configuration )f the thermal

ridge to the west of the North America Continent and Eli) asia, and also

the thermal troughs along the east coasts of these continents. In the

Southern Hemisphere the warm centers over South America and Australia

are correctly simulated.

Statistically speaking, the variance of temperature js a measure of

the deviation of the individual temperature distributions from the zonal
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mean value. From a physical point of view, the variance of temperature

is a measure of the local contribution to the eddy available potential

energy (Lorenz, 1955). The simulated tropospheric ave ~age of tempera

ture variance resulting from transient eddies (Fig. 3.12) shows a maxi

mum at 65°N, which agrees with the corresponding observed pattern. The

ampli tude of the observed maximum is about two times larger than the

simulated one. The maximum variance occurs at this latitude as a result

of the high variability of temperature over the Eunsian and North

American continents. Over these continents large variation in tempera

ture can occur due to alternative advection of polarmd tropical air

masses. In the Southern Hemisphere the simulated variances are smaller

than those over the Northern Hemisphere, with a maximum value near 50 0 S.

The variance of the simulated temperatures resulting from stationary

eddies (Fig. 3.13) shows a good agreement with observations for both the

location and amplitude. Both reveal a winter maximum >etween SOoN and

60 0 N. This maximum occurs as a result of the contre st between warm

oceans and cold continents.

3.1.5 Surface Air Temperature

The simulated (1000 mb) and observed January surf ice air tempera

tures are shown in Fig. 14a,b. The large scale temperature distribution

is well simulated by the model. The reservoirs of relatively cold air

over the continents in the Northern (winter) Hemisphe::e and the rela

tively warmer air over the Southern (summer) Hemispher~ continents are

reasonably well projected. The OOC isotherm is nearly in its observed

mean position over the continents in the simulated field, whereas over

the oceans it is shifted southward from its observed position. This

indicates that the simulated amplitude is less than th~ observed, as a
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result of the zonal average radiative forcing used in the model. The

cold pool~ over the eastern United States and Eurasia and the cold air

mass associated with the Siberian high also are reasonably well simu

lated. In the Southern Hemisphere, the temperatures are somewhat colder

than those revealed by observations.

3.1.6 Geopotential Height

The ::onal average 500 mb geopotential height departures from the

global aVI ~rage (Fig. 3.15) show the model's tendency to predict lower

pressure in the Northern Hemisphere and higher pressure in the Southern

Hemisphere. The larger simulated pressure gradient in the Northern

Hemisphere also is shown. The simulated January 750 mb and 500 mb

geopotentials are compared with the observed 800 mb and 400 mb geopo

tential O'ig. 3. 16a, b; Fig. 3.17a, b) . We can summarize the comparison

as follows:

1) ~'he ridges on the western sides of North America and Eurasia

are :orrectly simulated for both the 750 mb and 500 mb fields.

2) "he ridge north of the Himalayas is simulated in the 750 mb

map, as is the trough to the south, but the model calculates a

higher geopotential gradient in the southern part, which leads to

an o~'er-estimate of the strength of the southwesterly flow there.

3) lhe Aleutian low covers the central and eastern Pacific in the

750 nb simulation. On the 500 mb map, the trough over the Pacific

has G reasonable phase, but a smaller amplitude than that observed

at 400 mb.

4) ] n the Southern Hemisphere the simulated 750 mb geopotential

height shows the subtropical high pressure region over the eastern

Pacific and western Atlantic. The observed low pressure area
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between lOoN and 100 S in the Pacific is reasonably simulated. The

simulated 500 mb geopotential shows a reasonable agreement with the

observed 400 mb field. The latitude of the simulated maximum

geopotential gradient is at about SooS, in agreement with the

observa1:ions.

In the Northern Hemisphere the location of the variance of the

simulated gE opotential heights resulting from transient eddies agrees

with the ob~;ervations, but with a smaller magnitude (Fig. 3.18). The

observed maximum, between latitudes SooN and 7S oN, is about three times

larger than the simulated maximum. The same conclusion is true for the

variance resultinr, from stationary eddies (Fig. 1.19), but the simulated

amplitudes are about half the observed values.

3.1.7 Sea level pressure

Although the sea level pressure may be not the most important

factor from the point of view of climate studies, its representation

completes c' summary of the general circulation. The model does not

predict the surface pressure. A constant lower boundary of 1000 mb is

assumed. }owever, we can still have an estimation of the sea surface

pressure of the model using a diagnostic relation that takes into con-

sideration the average geopotential, temperature and the static stabil-

ity of thl~ model's atmosphere. This relation is derived, using the

hydrostatic relation, and assuming an atmosphere with constant lapse

rate,

(3.7)

where r is the temperature lapse rate, p is an analogue to the surface
s

pressure (ub), ~p = 500 mb, Z2 is the 500 mb geopotential height, and T2

the 500 mb temperature (OK).
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Fig. 3.20 represents the January simulated sea level pressure

deviations fr)m a global average. In general we can see the tendency

for the model to simulate a mean sea level pressure which ~r' low in the

winter and hi.gh in summer. This tendency was mentioner' ,r Gates and

Schlesinger (L977), who used a two-level primitive. equa,~cY". podel with a

sigma coordinlte system. In the Northern Hemisphere the model correctly

locates the SLberian high, the ridge over the western United States, and

the Aleutian and Atlantic lows. Neither the Aleutian nor Atlantic lows

spread over :he entire ocean areas, but they do cover the central and

eastern part!. In the Southern Hemisphere high pressure ridges appear

over the subtropical South Pacific, the South Atlantic and the Indian

Oceans. The relatively low pressure over the continents of South

America and Australia also are simulated, while over South Africa the

observed trol.gh is shifted to the west.

3.1.8 Mixin~: Ratio

The moi:;ture budget is calculated in the lower layer of the model

only (750 mb level). Since the mixing ratio and the specific humidity

are nearly th.e same and have the same properties, the simulated 750 mb

mixing ratio for January is compared with observed specific humidities

at 700 mb Iml 850 mb. The zonally averaged simulated mixing ratio (Fig.

3.21) shows the same tendency as the observed field at all latitudes,

but is undE~restimated in the extratropical latitudes, where colder

temperatures are simulated.

The aVt:rage tropospheric variance of the simulated and observed

mixing ratio resulting from both the transient and stationary eddies are

shown in Fj gs. 3.22 and 3.23, respectively. The simulated transient
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component has its maximum at I5°N, about 5° north of the observed maxi

mum. Also, ill the Southern Hemisphere, a secondary maximum is simulated

at 40 0 S. The simulated stationary component has its maximum at 300 N,

whereas the ,)bserved maximum is at 20 0 N. Both the simn] :'I ted and ob

served field:; reveal an area of maximum variability "be;~/(:en lOoN and

40 0 N. There is a secondary maximum in the Southern Ik:Plisphere near

40 0 S.

3.1.9 Precipitation and Evaporation

Precipi~ation occurs in the model as a result of condensation due

to large scale supersaturation. All condensed water is assumed to fall

instantaneou31y to the surfacp as rain, without being re-evaporated or

stored in tl.e lower layer. Convection develops if the resulting lapse

rate is larger than the moist adiabatic lapse rate, after the release of

latent heat in the lower layer.

The moc:el1s simulation of precipitation seems to be more successful

in the Nortilern Hemisphere than in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 3.24).

In both henispheres, more precipitation is simulated over the oceans

than over tne continents. According to observations, this is only true

in the winter hemisphere (see for example Gates and Schlesinger, 1977).

The zonal average of the simulated precipitation (Fig. 3.26) shows

maxima on the equator, and at 30 0 N, 30 0 S, 70 0 N and 80 0 S. The excessive

rain in tht Southern Hemispheric polar latitudes is considered to be in

error.

The e'laporation from the surface to the model! s lower layer is

better sim'llated than the precipitation field (Fig. 3.25). In both

hemispherer the maximum evaporation is over the oceans, in agreement

with obserlations (Gates and Schlesinger, 1977). The areas of maximum
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evaporation oVI~r the western Pacific, western Atlantic, Indian Ocean and

South Pacific are reasonably well simulated. One of the reasons that

the simulated evaporation has a better match with oT;ervations than

precipitation is that the model uses a similar bulk iormula as in cal

culating the evaporation from observed data. In parameterizing pre

cipitation, many important mechanisms were excluded, in addition to

assuming that the moisture was in one layer only.

The diffl~rence between evaporation and precipitation represents the

net moisture source or sink to the model's atmosphere. The zonally

averaged simtlated sources (evaporation larger than precipitation) of

moisture are in the subtropical latitudes of both hemispheres between

SON and 28°N: and between 10°8 and 25°8. Another source appears in the

Southern Hem:.sphere between 45 0 8 and 60 0 S. This source represents the

effect of large amounts of evaporation from the ocean during summer.

The sinks appear mainly in the equatorial belt between 100 8 and SON,

SSoN and the North Pole, and 25°8 and 45°S. The large negative values

near the SOlth Pole, which result from the spurious amount of rain

simulated by the model at this latitude, do not affect the results

significantl"r due the small area of the polar cap as compared to other

latitude bel:s.

3.2 Meridiolal Transports

For th,~ atmosphere-ocean system, the zonally averaged radiation

pattern sho~s an excess of incoming over outgoing radiation in low lati

tudes and a deficit in high latitudes. The radiational imbalance is

maintained ly strong poleward transports of energy in the atmosphere and

oceans. Th~ major components of energy transported are sensible heat,
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potential energy, latent heat and kinetic energy. In a certain lati

tudinal band, the time averages of these energy cOllponents usually

balance. The convergence and divergence of the north-south flow com

ponent play an important role in creating such a balance. We can define

two mechanisms of transfer; namely, the transfer by t:le eddies (tran

sient or stationary) and the transfer by the mean meri-dional circula

tion.

Using the same definitions as in section 3.1, we define the fol-

lowing transport processes for a certain parameter X:

northward transport by transient eddies = [v'X I
]

northward transport by stationary eddies = [~kX*]

northward transport by mean meridional circula1 ion = [v] It [X] ,

where V is the meridional wind component and the super ;cript It denotes

the deviation from the vertical average.

The simulated transports for January of westerly monentum, sensible

heat, potential energy and latent heat are discussed aILd compared with

the observed values. Kinetic energy transports will I.ot be presented

here. In general their influence is much less than that due to sensible

heat, latent heat and potential energy (Starr, 1951).

3.2.1 Transport of Westerly Momentum

Both the observed and simulated meridional transp<rts of westerly

momentum by the transient eddies (Fig. 3.27) show a maxi:num near 35°N to

45°N. This maximum is a result of the strong westerly slilitropical jet

stream. As in the case of the variances, the simula1 ed amplitude is

consid ~rably smaller than the observed one. The trans! ort of westerly

momLilllm by stationary eddies (Fig. 3.28) shows a bette = agreement with
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the observed pattern than the transient case. The maximum transport

appears to be between 30 0 N and 40 0 N. The observed strong southward

transport in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere I_atitudes is simu

lated as a small southward transport near the polar region. The model

fails to simulate the small southward momentum transpcrt in the Northern

Hemisphere tropical region. In the Southern Hemi~ phere there is a

simulated maximum near 50 0 S. The observed transport of westerly momen

tum by the mean meridional circulation (Fig. 3.29: shows four main

latitudirral. zones with alternating signs. These ~re the southward

transports in the Southern Hemisphere tropical regie n and in the sub

tropical to midlatitude region, and the northward transport in low

latitudes and the polar region. These four cells of transport are sim

ulated by the model, but in the area north of 30 0 N the model did not

correctly simulate the location of the observed pattern. In the

Southern Hemisphere the small observed southward tra1'.sport in the tro

pical region is extended to reach the Southern Hemisphere subtropics in

the simulated case.

3.2.2 Transport of Sensible Heat

In discussing this type of transport we must tal~e into considera

tion that the sensible heat by itself is not a consl~rvative quantity.

Latent heat, potential energy and kinetic energy are leeded to attain a

total energy conservation. The latitudinal cross sec tion of the simu

lated transports at 750 mb and 250 mb are compared with the observed

cross sections at 700 mb, 500 mb and 300 mb. Observa:ions show a maxi

m, _c',:nsport by transient eddies (Fig. 3.30a) betweEn 40 0 N to 60 0 N at

ail lev .~. The simulated pattern shows the maximum in the same lati

tudinal belt Fig. (3.31a), but with a slightly smaller magnitude. At
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250 mb the simulated values show a small southward tr msport at most of

the subtropical latitudes of the Northern Hemispher=. The simulated

transport of sensible heat by standing eddies (Fig. 3. lIb) has a reason

able agreement with the observed eros s section (Fig. I. 30b), especially

in the middle and extratropical latitudes of the No]·thern Hemisphere.

In the Southern Hemispheric midlatitudes a simulated .wrthward sensible

heat transport appears at all levels. The transport ~r the mean meridi

onal circulation (Fig. 3.32) shows nearly the same Cifferences as the

transport of the westerly momentum. The simulated transport in the

tropical region is extended to the subtropics in the S,)uthern Hemisphere

and to the midlatitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. In the extra-

tropical latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, the tWI) patterns are not

similar. One should emphasize the small values of tt is type of trans

port as compared to the correctly simulated transport by the eddies.

3.2.3 Transport of Potential Energy

The observed transport by transient eddies (Fi~. 3. 33a) shows a

maximum southward transport in the middle and upper troposphere of the

Northern Hemisphere between 30 0 N and SOoN. Also there is a secondary

maximum of northward transport between 60 0 N and 80°1\. These features

are well duplicated by the model (Fig. 3.34a). At thl~ lower level (750

mb), the observed northward transport is stronger t lan the simulated

transport. In the Southern Hemisphere the model simu lates a southward

transport in the lower layer and northward transport ill the upper layer.

The transports by stationary eddies show a similar agreement between

observed: !.J simulated cross sections (Figs. 3.33b, 3.:14b), particularly

in the c..i.cthern Hemisphere subtropical and middle latitudes. In high
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latitudes the observed upper-tropospheric northward transport is simu

lated, but with lesser magnitude. The transport by tlle mean meridional

circulation (Fig. 3.35) is similar to the transport of the sensible

heat. The northward transport of potential energy in the tropical

region is extended to the middle latitudes. A small s<luthward transport

in the extratropical latitudes and northward transport in polar lati

tudes are simulated. In the Southern Hemisphere, the model simulates a

continuous southward transport by the meridional circulation south of

35°S.

3.2.4 Transport of Latent Heat

The transport of water vapor resembles that of latent heat. Al

though the hydrologic cycle used in the model is extrellely simple, it is

able to simulate the major observed features of latent heat transport.

The simulated transport by transient eddies has a ma~imwm between 20 0 N

and 35°N (Fig. 3.36a), but with less amplitude than the observed pat

tern. The observed maximum transport by stationary eddies at SOON (Fig.

3. 36b) is simulated at 30°. For both types of eddies, the model simu

lates a southward transport in the Northern Hemispheric: tropical region,

whereas the observations show this transport to be farther to the south.

The simulated transport by the mean meridional circull.tion (Fig. 3.36c)

also shows a reasonable agreement with observations, especially in the

tropical and subtropical latitudes.

3.3 Summary

.l spite of its simple structure, the model coule simulate many of

the .Lij,-:r large scale features of the observed Januar~' circulation. We

must tak:~ into consideration that the observed sta tistics used for

velificaL 1dude all the observed wave lengths. A fairer comparison
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between the statistics of both sets would be made if ~e were to truncate

the observations at the same wave number used in t) .odel ( Ive no. 9).

From th~ above discussion it can be seen that the m! leI has two

main deficier.cies - the first in the precipitation field (~ear the poles

and in the :;outhern Hemisphere), and the second in the transient eddy

motions. Tl.e simple hydrological cycle, with a crue1e precipitation

scheme, is olle factor in causing such deficiencies. The spectral trans

form method has its difficulty in simulating small quantities like the

mixing ratio, particularly in the case of low order truncation. Har

monic coeffi dents may yield negative values in the mixing ratio near

the poles. This difficulty is treated by assuming a spurious source of

evaporation to increase the mixing ratio to a zero value. This false

source of e,aporation is balanced by an equal amount of precipitation.

The small negative mixing ratios are set to zero. In general the effect

of moisture on the general circulation is very small near the poles

where such a procedure is necessary.

The sirrulated values of the variability and transport caused by the

transient eddies generally were underestimated by the model. This is

expected fn,m this type of simulation because of the limited number of

layers repn'senting the atmosphere, and, also, because of the low order

of truncation assumed. Other points to be considered are the effect of

diffusion of various scalar parameters and the time filtering scheme

used, which were necessary for computational stability. At the same

time the Ie cations of such variances or meridional transports by the

transient ecldies usually were in reasonable agreement with observations,

especially Ln extratropical latitudes, where such mechanisms are impor

tant.
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Similar problems were encountered using a more complicated model

(Manabe et ~l., 1965). The poleward transport of alLgular momentum by

the large scale eddies in Manabe' s model was nearl"T half the amount

revealed by observations. The horizontal resolution was found to be a

maj or factor in improving these two deficiences. When the pole to

equator grid intervals were increased from 20 to 40, the results were

greatly improved, especially with regard to the vertical motion and

precipitation. It is of interest that the dry version of Manabe's model

revealed greater transient transports than the moist v:rsion of the same

model. The release of latent heat of condensation decreases the tem

perature gradient and the vertical wind shear in middle latitudes,

decreasing the eddy kinetic energy in middle latitude>, and accordingly

decreasing the northward fluxes of heat and momentum iue to large scale

eddies.

The simulated variances especially in the tempera:.ure and geopoten

tial fields resulting from the stationary eddies Hho\';' a reasonable

agreement with observations in both, phase and amplitule. This is to be

expected, since the ocean-land differences and the topographic forcing

were included in the model.

The transports by the mean meridional circulation were correctly

simulated in the tropical and subtropical regions, whe~eas in the middle

and extratropical latitudes, where the influence of ~uch transports is

generally small relative to that by the eddies, the ::imulated patterns

do not reveal the same phase as the observations.

Tn all cases the difference between the simula ted amplitudes of

di C rerent fields between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres were

correct.
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The previ)Us discussion shows that the model could te used for

climate sensit:.vity studies. The main issue of the present study is to

find the varia)ility in the quasi-stationary ultra-long waves and long

waves as a res lit of thermal anomalies. These types of waves are well

represented by both the dynamic structure and the horizont- "ll resolution

of the model. However, the model is not appropriate for the study of

smaller-scale I,henomena.

.-



4. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND STATISTICAL METfODS

4.1 Introduction

The experiments were designed to investigate the possible telecon

nections between local anomalies and the atmospher LC circulation in

subsequent months or seasons. As was discussed in Cllapter 1, observa

tional studies, supported by many numerical modelling results, suggested

that tropical SSTAs in the Pacific ocean have signific~nt effects on the

atmospheric circulation in middle and extratropical latitudes, especial

ly in the Northern Hemisphere. Although many observational studies also

suggested that middle latitude SSTAs could have a siglificant effect on

the atmosphere there, most of the numerical experimerts failed to sup

port such a hypothesis. The negative phase of the So Llthern Oscillation

is defined as low surface pressure anomalies in :he tropical east

Pacific and high surface pressure anomalies in the Ind)nesian region. A

certain SSTA pattern was found to be associated with the negative phase

of the Southern Oscillation. This pattern may be identified by the

presence of warm water in the equatorial east Pacific (EI Nino) and cold

water in the central and western parts of the North P~cific. Horel and

Wallace: (1981) suggested that this phase of the SOlLthern Oscillation

is Bd,30ciated with an anomalous mid-tropospheric pressure pattern in

the "<I.ddle and extratropical latitudes. The major features of this

mid-tropospheric pressure anomaly are high pressure in western Canada

and low pressure over the southeastern United States and in the North
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Pacific. This distribution was supported by the result s of experiments

using a linear model (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981).

One phase of the experiments performed in this study is the inves

tigation of tle effect of the SSTA in the Pacific Ocean !l:,ing a more

realistic nonlinear model with topographic forcing. The time changes of

nonlinear intt:ractions are important in middle and extratropical lati

tudes, where l.he advection of atmospheric variables is of a significant

magnitude.

Another Ihase of the experiments is to examine the response of the

atmosphere to mid-tropospheric thermal anomalies. It is known that

surface tempel'ature has an effect on the atmosphere through the flux of

moisture and sensible heat into the boundary layer. Most numerical

models do not have a detailed structure of the boundary layer, and even

those which hive a boundary layer fail to represent many processes that

take place th~re. The details of the complex mechanisms by which such

fluxes affect the static stability of the lower troposphere are not

fully unders 1;ood. Because of crude parameterizations, the thermal

effects causel by lower boundary anomalies may not resemble the actual

tropospheric cesponse. El Nino events, with warm water in the tropical

eastern Pacific, are associated with cloud clusters across the width of

the equatorial troposphere in the central Pacific region. If the SSTAs

were inseJCteC in a complex atmospheric model, they might not actually

reproduce tht same cloudiness structure, and, consequently, the same

tropospheric thermal influence. Here, we assume that a middle tropo

spheric therreal forcing exists at certain locations. The anomalies are

represented ly propagating waves, which simulate the easterly waves in

the tropical troposphere.
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4.2 Experimental Desi~

Starting from horizontally isothermal atmosphere initially at rest

and with a constant lapse rate, the model was run f( ,r 60 days. During

this period the solar declination of the sun was held constant in order

to represent the first day of January. A statistica: .ly steady state is

reached during these two months of integration. The simulated month of

January is obtained by running the model from day 61 to day 90, the

February simulation is the 30 day average from day II to day 120, and

finally, the March simulation is the average of days· 21 to 150. During

the three month simulation, solar radiation is char ged daily using a

mean zenith angle. The simulation during these mor ths has been done

without including any anomalies. The sea surface tel~eratures are kept

unchanged, representing the average observed values for January. The

monthly simulations described above represent the (ontrol run of the

model.

The results of the anomaly experiments are ana lyzed and compared

with the appropriate month of the control run. I ach experiment is

started from the initial state on the first of Janlary (day 1). The

anomalies are introduced gradually with an e-folding time of 5 days in

January until they reach their full amplitude through the remaining days

of January, February and March. An additional run is made with the SSTA

turned off at the beginning of March. In this run the anomalies are

gradually removed with the same e-folding time (5 da:rs) with which they

were initiated at the beginning of January. The diffl~rences between the

March run with and without anomalies will give a 1 estimate of the

"memory" of the atmosphere to different anomalies.
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4.3 StatisticCll Significance of the Signal

The purpose of any statistical significance testing is to provide

an estimate of the probability that a given experimental resllt can be

attributed to a specific forcing or perturbation applied 1 :"" the experi

ment. In general, any changes in the initial conel:'; Jns or in the

forcing of thl~ model will cause a change in the values of a certain

predicted var:able. The difference between the perturbed and unper

turbed fields provides a measure of the response of the model's atmo

sphere to such external forcing. In order to detect the response of the

atmosphere caL sed by the different anomalies in the experiments, it is

essential to estimate the inherent variability of the model itself.

This is an e 5timate of the random variations caused by the model t s

internal, nonlinear dynamics (noise). If the signal from the perturba

tions or from the anomalies exceeds the noise level of the model, then

it is considered to be a significant signal.

For estinlating the noise level of the model, a set of runs is per

formed to simllate the same period of integration covered by the control

run. Each rUl is done by starting with different random perturbations

in the wind Clnd temperature fields. For each case the random initial

perturbations have a mean of zero, and standard deviations of IOC in the

temperature and 4 mls in the horizontal wind components. A statistical

analysis is dme using the results of the random initial condition runs

to calculate the variance of the temperature and geopotential fields

caused by the inherent variability of the model. In this study we use

the model siflulation from four different, randomly perturbed initial

conditions, together with the control run, to give four degrees of

freedom.
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We define the time average of a variable X.. at i grid point ij to
1J

be X.. , and the ensemble average over five runs of thls time average to
1J

be X... The geographic variance, for the variable X, can be calculated
1J

from the relation

(S )2
t ..

1J

1 5
= -4- L ((X .. )

k=l 1J k

= 2X.. ) .
1J

(4.1)

The standard deviation (St)" at each grid point is tle positive square
1J

root of the above expression. The geographic distribltion of the stan-

dard deviations for the temperature and geopotentia] fields is calcu-

lated for each of the three-month simulations.

The difference between the monthly average anomalr case (2) and the

monthly average control run (1) at each grid point giv~s the response of

the atmosphere to the specified anomaly. This difference is given by

ISX.. = I(X. .) 2 - (X .. ) 1 ~ (4 . 2)
1J 1J 1J

The significance of the response (t .. ) is calculated Ising the relation
1J

~ ..
1J

ISX ..
= _JJ..

(St) ..1J
(4.3)

dard deviation.

t.. should be larger than one for a significant resIonse of the atmo
1J

sphere. That is, the absolute value of the difference caused by the

anomalies must be larger than the inherent variability of the model at a

certain grid point. The larger the value of tij , the nore confidence we

can ll~i/',-, that the change is a result of the effect of the anomalies.

The value can be large due to a large difference value or a small stan-

According to Chervin and Schneider (1976), t .. > 4 was1J -

found sufficient for a 5% significant level, which means that the proba-

bility of such a response arising from mere chance sampling is less
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Table 4.1 Significance levels for a selection of critical values
of ~ corresponding to four degrees of freedom.

~ 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9

significance
level % 51.69 22.86 10.02 4.69 2.38 1.31 .77 .47 .31

than 5%. Tle above table from Chervin and Schneider (1976) shows the

relationship between the normalized response, ~ .. , and the significance
1J

level, using a two-sided statistical t test and assuming four degrees of

freedom (thl~ same number of degrees of freedom used in the present

experiments).

4.4 Position and Magnitude of the Anomalies

The experiments were designed to identify the response of the atmo-

sphere to tllO main types of thermal anomalies. These are the anomalies

in sea surface temperatures, and the anomalies in mid-tropospheric ther-

mal heating. The anomalies are superimposed upon the original fields on

the first day of the January (day 61 of the control run) simulation.

However, to introduce their effect in a gradual way, as might be the

case in the actual ocean-atmophere system, we apply a certain amplifying

time function with an e folding time of 5 days using the relation

-vt(Anom) .. = (l - e ) (Amplitude) .. ,
.. J 1J

where v is the e-folding time. In order to isolate the effects of the

different anomalies, the experiments were designed to test each local

anomaly sep Hately, as well as combined with the other anomalies, when

appropriate.
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4.4.1 Anomalies in Sea Surface Temperature

Here, we primarily investigate the effect of El Njno in the eastern

Pacific, and the cold anomalies in the Northern Pacific. However, as

will be noted, we use super-anomalies in the Norther 1 Pacific region.

These are found necessary for trying to identify thE' atmospheric re

sponse in middle latitudes, where small values of S~:TA and the short

period of integration by the model (2-3 months) are lot sufficient to

detect the phase and amplitude of the response. Slper-anomalies in

those regions were used by many authors for the same reasons mentioned

(e.g., Chervin et aI., 1980, Shukla and Bangaru, 1981). The sea surface

temperature is maintained constant through the whole I eriod of integra

tion, except in the periods of their initial gradual irfluence.

Experiment 1

This experiment describes the effect of the cold ~ea surface temper

atures in the central and western portions of the North Pacific as they

were observed during the Fall and Winter 1976-1977. Hcwever, the actual

values are much exaggerated in order to identify the response, for the

reasons mentioned above. Fig. (4.1a) shows the locatjon and magnitudes

of the anomalies for this experiment.

Experiment 2

The effect of El Nino is demonstrated by this experiment. This

warm water phenomenon lasts for 16 months on the coaEt of Peru, and ~t

has b .:en found to have significant teleconnections wi1.h middle latitude

weather. It is important to identify its effect in nidlatitudes using

the quasi-geostrophic model and compare the model t s response with the

results of other primitive equation GCMs. Fig. (4.1b) shows SSTAs for

Experiment 2.
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Experiment 3

This case represents the combined anomalies in experiments 1 and 2

with an addit ~onal warm anomaly along the west coast ot

States. Insteid of super-anomalies in the Northern Pacific

: United

use more

realistic anonalies, with a maximum amplitude of 4°C (Fig. 4.1c).

4.4.2 Tropospheric Thermal Anomalies

Observati,lUs in the tropical atmosphere show that the low level

circulation ov~r the Atlantic and Pacific is dominated by easterly flow

on the equatol'ward flanks of the subtropical high pressure belts near

30 0 N and 30 0 S. Superimposed upon this planetary-scale pattern are weak

synoptic distl rh!'lnres which move, unlike the micldle latitude distur

bances, from east to west. These tropical disturbances are called the

easterly waves. The cloudiness in the rTCZ is modulated by the easterly

waves. The cl)ud clusters which are observed along the ITCZ are associ

ated with predpitation zones that accompany the regions of ascent in

-1the easterly Naves. The phase speed of such waves is 8-10 m sec

(Holton, 1979) and the longitudinal separation of the cloud bands is

about 3000-400) km, corresponding to a period of 4-5 days.

Diagnosti: studies indicate that the driving mechanism of the

easterly waves is the release of latent heat in the convective precipi

tation areas <ccompanying the waves. Perturbations in the amplitude of

this troposphl'ric thermal heating source in the tropics might cause

certain responses in the extratropical troposphere. The monthly average

of this enhan :ed heating would give an extended heat source, as often

assumed in numerical teleconnection experiments.

In experiments 4 and 5 we intend to investigate the effect on the

atmospheric cjrculation of tropospheric thermal anomalies, which act as
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propagating easterly waves. The anomalies will be in.tiated as heating

waves at 500 mb in specific regions, using a trigonmietric function in

the form

(Amplitude) .. cos (kx + vt),
1J

where (Amplitude).. = 5°C/day, k is the wavenumber corresponding to
1J

4000 kIn wavelength, and V is the frequency corresp(,nding to a 5-day

period.

~:xperiment 4

The anomaly wave in this experiment is assumed to propagate along

the width of the equatorial Pacific. This experim~nt simulates the

tropospheric cloud pattern associated with the nega1~ive phase of the

Southern Oscillation in which the two ITCZ t s, usually located on both

sides of the equator, merge to form a cloud cluster llong the width of

the Pacific.

Experiment 5

The response of the atmosphere to thermal anomalies south of the

Himal)as are investigated. The thermal anomalies pro)agate at latitude

7.7°N along the Gulf of Bengal.
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5. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

Since the anomalies were introduced gradually (with 5 days e

folding time) at the beginning of January (day 61), we decided to show

the difference between the anomaly runs of February (day 91-120) and the

corresponding control run. This will give the model', atmosphere suf

ficient time to sense and distribute the effect of tIe different ano

malies. The difference (anomaly minus control) vallli!s of the various

fields representing the 30-day averages of zonal wind component, meridi

onal wind component, 750 mb temperature, 250 mb teulperature, 750 mb

geopotential, 250 mb geopotential, 500 mb pressure velccity, evaporation

rate, and surface pressure are discussed. The significance of such dif

ferences is investigated using the geographic distributions of the

standard deviatl"lIs of the temperature and geopotenti il height fields.

The differences in the zonal averages of the different meridional trans

ports and the differences of the variances resulting from stationary and

t~JnGl~nt eddies also are discussed. This will clarify some mechanisms

.. le are enhanced as a result of the various anoma] ies. The second

phase of our study is to investigate the areas that retain some memory

of the anomalies after they are gone. For this purpose, the run for t~e

month of March (day 121-150) is repeated with the anorralies turned off.

A flp.mory parameter is introduced to determine the mag litude of the re-

mai Lesponse to the different anomalies.
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Before discussing the results of the different experiments, it will

be helpful to use linear theory to predict and compare the different

phases of the atmospheric response to the latitudinal ,>ositions of the

low-level t lermal anomalies. Following Hoskins and Karoly (1981), a

steady stat! linearized, inviscid ~ plane vorticity (~) equation may be

written in the form

- ot'
u ~ -f ~ Vi = ow'

f oz . (5.1)

With the saIne assumptions, the thermodynamic energy equation is written

in the form

oe
v' + w'i:ly (5.2)

where Q represents diabatic heating. Using the thermal wind relation,

(5.2) can bE' modified to yield the following equation:

fu- ov' _ f au I + w' N2 Q32 oz v = ,

where N is 1.he Brunt-Vaisala frequency.

(5.3)

Considering the thermodynamic

equation (5 3), three balances may arise:

1) If the meridional advection is dominant, then

v
Q

f ou/3z

Q H
u

f u
(5.4)

where i£ is the height scale of zonal velocity, H = u/Cou/oz).
u u
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2) If the zonal advection is dominant

ov' ~

oz = fll ,

QHQ,
or v' = , (5.5)fu

where HQ is the height scale of the heat source.

3) If the vertical advection is dominant (this Cln only be true

away from the surface), then

In this case the balance between the ~ term aid the stretching

term in the vorticity equation will require

From (5.4) and (5.5) it is

(5.6)

clear that the largel of the values H
u

and H
Q

will determine whether the heat source will be l.alanced by merid

ional or by zonal advection. To combine (5.4) and 0.5) in one rela-

tion, a paramel' r H is defill. 1 .I:~ the minimum ot Hu and H
Q

. In this

case

Q = fu ,
H V (5.7)

(5.6) and (5.7) could be combined in a single relation by defining a new

parameter y:

This parameter differentiates between the two types of advection:

y » 1

y « 1

low level heating will be balanced by ho~izontal advection

low level heating will be balanced by ve~tical advection
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In the tr'>pics the height scale of the heat source, qo' _s usually

greater than 1 kID, and y is small. A heat source near urface is

balanced by an upward motion (w' > 0), which implies· ae creal Lon of low

level vorticit~. Using the vorticity equation (5.1), this sttetching is

balanced by a poleward meridional motion (v' > 0). Thus, the surface

trough must be to the west of the heat source.

In middle latitudes y is generally large and the heating at any

level is balanced by horizontal advection of temperature. A heat source

is balanced b~ advection of cooler air from polar regions, v' < 0, in

the Northern l.emisphere. Thus, the trough must be to the east of the

source.

Similar conclusions were reached by Webster (1980) in trying to

explain the si~nificant response of the midlatitude atmosphere to tropi

cal SSTA IS, ill contrast to the weak signal detected from midlatitude

SSTA 's. The tropical SSTA initiates a direct circulation in which warm

air rises and :old air sinks, whereas in the middle latitudes the strong

advection will develop an indirect circulation with rising of cold air

and sinking of warm air. The two reverse mechanisms are associated with

a reverse cycle for the transformation between available potential

energy and ki letic energy. The above explanations, although ignoring

the nonlinear interactions, still help in understanding many of the

results of complex models.

The calculated average zonal wind for February is shown in Appendix

3. The Figurl will help in interpreting the results of the experiments

concerning the wind field.
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5.1 Response of the Atmosphere to Sea Surface Te~pe.£~u~~...~.!10Ill~~j~_~_

5.1.1 Negative Temperature Anomalies in the Nort~en1.._}~~~_~_!:.:!:E

Experiment 1 was designed to examine the response of the atmosphere

to a colder than normal North Pacific Ocean. This arnmaly pattern may

have a significant effect on the weather of the Uni ted States in the

subsequent months or seasons. The experiment was init:atecl using super

anomalies, which do not resemble the actual observations of SSTA magni

tudes. However, due to the limited time of integration of the model (3

months), we were able to identify the centers of maxillUffi differences as

a result of the anomalies. The results could lose much of their signi

ficance when using much smaller anomalies. The exa~ gerated anomalies

were introduced, although with different amplitudes, in many numerical

experiments that deal with the midlatitude SSTA's (e.g, Chervin et aI.,

1980; Shukla and Bangaru, 1981).

As was discussed in the previous section, a ] ow level thermal

cooling in midlatitudes is balanced primarily by an advection of tem

perature from lower latitudes. With the meridional Wil~ directed north

ward, the surface trough should be to the west of tbe cold anomalies.

Of course, this simple explanation will not necessarily be true in our

experiments, since the model design includes more complex mechanisms

(e. g., non-linearity, mountain effects) than the simple linear theory

assumes.

Although the anomalies were imposed on the sea su:-face temperatures

in the midlatitude North Pacific (Fig. 4.1a), they have a large effect

on the 500 mb zonal winds in the polar and tropical regions. The re

sponse of the 500 mb zonal wind (Fig. 5.1a) shows that the major wind

anomalies appear to the east of the surface therma L anomalies. The
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westerlies o'rer the west coast of the United States generally are detel

erated. The westerlies are enhanced in the high latitudes over central

Canada and over the tropical Pacific (Northern Hemi~ here). The

Southern Hen isphere has a negligible change as a result of the anoma

lies. The only substantial difference is the amplification of the

easterlies in the tropical Pacific. The difference in the 500 mb mer

idional wind component (Fig. 5. Ib) shows that the maximum wind anomaly

appears to le a southward flow over the eastern United States. A maxi

mum northwa::d transport is seen to the west of Canada. fnlike the

linear theo:y, a southward component is initiated directly above the

anomaly, where~s the northward flow takes place to the east and the west

of the anomaly.

The difference in the 750 mb temperature fields (Fig. 5. 2a) shows

that the coldest temperatures exist directly above the anomalies, illus

trating the importance of the change of static stability as a result of

cooler templ!ratures. The cold air mass extends over the central and

eastern parts of the United States. A center of warm air appears over

Greenland as a result of the northward transport over the North

Atlantic. although this feature of the response seems to be mainly a

result of advection of different air masses east of the anomalies, a

relatively ltrong cold air mass exists near the polar region northeast

of Eurasia. The response in the 250 mb temperatures (Fig. 5. 2b) shows

that the difference at upper levels above the anomaly is much smaller

than in th~ lower level. The positive difference over the North

Atlantic ha~ the same sign, but ,>lith higher magnitude, than in the lower

level. The 750 mb temperature pattern shows that, in general, the

anomal ies tl'nd to stabilize the atmosphere.
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5.1 The horizontal wind difference (m sec-I) <t 500 mb
between the anomaly (Experiment 1) and contrlll run for
February. a) zonal wind; b) meridional wind.
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5.2 The temperature difference (Oe) between the anomaly
(Exneriment 1) and control run for February. a) at
750 mb; b) at 250 mb.
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The 750 mb geopotential height difference (Fig. S.3a) reveals high

pressure over western Canada and the United States ani above the area of

the anomalies. A trough of low pressure south of Greenland dominates

the North Atlantic. North of Eurasia a secondary h:gh pressure region

is found. The relatively small low pressure area over eastern Eurasia,

west of the anomalies (in agreement with the linear theory), gives an

indication that the Siberian high becomes weaker. Thls low forms mainly

as a result of the northward transport of relatively warm air west of

the cold anomalies. The regions of cyclonic and an:icyclonic vortici

ties induced to the east of the Rockies as a resu] t of the anomalies

have an important influence in developing the geopot~ntial pattern over

the United States. The sinking motion associated with anticyclonic

vorticity, together with the southward cold air flu}, act to build and

extend the ridge over the southern parts of the eastern United States.

The train of waves resulting from the anomalies seems to be propagating

towards the northeast. The quasi-barotropic character of the response

is reflected by the 250 mb geopotential height diffe rences (Fig. 5. 3b) .

There the differences have the same sign as in the lower level, except

over the area of the anomalies, where the 750 mb positive height anomaly

was replaced by a low anomaly at 250 mb.

The 500 mb pressure velocity differences (Fig. 5.4) show maxima in

tL.: regions of the Rocky Mountain and Himalayas. TILe differences show

an inverted omega-shaped pattern over the United States, with subsiding

motion over the west coast and east of the continent. Over eastern

Eurasia an anomalous rising motion is initiated Over the North

Atlantic the anomalous descending and ascending motiJns force low-level

diver l :lce, with convergence to the west and east, which enhance the
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5.3 The gl~opotential height. difference (m) bet.ween the
anomal' T (Experiment 1) and control run for February.
a) at 750 mb; b) at 250 mh.
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5.4 The vertical pressure velocity difference (10-4mb
-1sec ) at 500 mb between the anomaly (Experiment 1) and

control run for February (negative values upward,
positive values downward).
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trough there oVI~r the North Atlantic. Over the westf_"'n North Pacific a

descending moticn is initiated above the area of the e omalie~.

The moistuJe supply to the atmosphere (evaporatic rate) is largely

decreased in tr e area of the cold temperatures (Fig. !-. 5) . It is in

creased elsewhere in the same latitude belt over the'eans. On a

global basis, t~ere is a tendency for the evaporation ra~~ to decrease

as a result of the cold SSTA. The changes are of much lower order of

magnitude over I:he continental regions

The surface pressure differences (Fig. 5.6) show a positive area

directly above the anomalies, which extends into the eastern parts of

the United States. Low pressure anomalies are seen over Greenland.

Also, notewort 1Y is the high pressure located in the extratropical

latitudes of Eurasia.

The above analysis gives a description of the main differences,

which lasted fn a sufficiently long period to appear in the monthly

means. It is desirable to get some insight into the changes in zonal

averages of thE different transport mechanisms and in the variability of

the energetics resulting from both the stationary and transient eddy

components. Telble (5. la, b) shows the difference in the zonally aver< ged

transports and in the variances of the temperature and geopotential

fields at 500 [~.

The nortbvlard transport of sensible heat by the mean meridional

circulation re,lches its maximum in the subtropics and middle latitudes,

compensating j or the cooling effect of the anomalies. The northvard

transport of sensible heat by the stationary eddies is dominant in he

middle and ext-atropical latitudes. The transient eddies seem to be the

major mechanil m for southward sensihle heat transport in the extra-
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5.5 The surface evaporation rate difference (Ii) -3 em/day)
between the anomaly (Experiment 1) and control run for
February.

180
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5.6 The nean sea level pressure difference (mb) between the
.'Illome ly (Experiment 1) and con tro1 run for February.



TABLE (5.1)

Experiment 1
Difference (Anomaly minus Control) in the

Zonal Average Variances and Transports

Table (5.1a)

Temperature

atitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

eter

port by Mean
i~~al Circulation -.035 -.25 -.28 .16 .8 1.05 .642 .095 -.076 .04 .182
CDC)

port by ~iationary .052 .005 .096 .11 -.15 -.5 -.44 .365 .742 .048 .074
s (m sec DC)

port by !ransient 0 0 0 .01 -.01 -.01 -.04 -.25 -.48 -.52 -.52
s (m sec DC)

nces of Station- .025 .034 .121 .527 1.5 2.4 2.8 2.9 1. 99 .518 .093
ddies (oC)2

nces of Tran- -.02 -.04 -.03 .02 .07 .07 .03 -.13 -.4 -.5 -.2
Eddies (oC)2



Table (5.1b)

Geopotential

Latitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

ameter

nsport by Mean
idiooal Circulation .516 42.6 64.1 31.3 -30.7 -59.5 -29.6 19.8 34.2 3.3 -31.£

- 1,
sec )

nsport by §rationary .5 .4 .6 .9 .5 .8 .82 -.96 -1.1 1.35 2.97
ies (m2 sec )

nsport by I1ansient .06 .07 .14 .1 .09 .04 .23 .3 .07 -.06 -.03
ies (m2 sec )

iances of Station- -.15 - .013 .031 .126 .21 .5 5.98 15.5 13.4 2.9 .315
" Eddies (10 2 m2 )

"iances of Tran- .31 .3 .478 .65 .253 -.5 -1.7 -3.6 -4.7 -2.6 4.7
'nt Eddies (10 2 m2 )
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tropical and polar latitudes. The variance of the tenperature resulting

from stationary eddies tends to increase in all _atitude belts, an

indication of the increased land-sea temperature grad lent, especially in

the middle latitudes. This also indicates that most of the variability

took place in the middle latitudes, as a result of the anomalies them

selves and of the induced circulation over land. Meanwhile, the tran

si.ent eddies seem to be damped in the latitudes nortl of the anomalies,

implying less air exchange between the polar and extratropical latitude

regions.

The differences in the geopotential height fi,~lds show two main

regions of mean meridional transport of potential ellergy: a northward

transport in the tropical region and a southward tnnsport in midlati

tudes. The transports by the stationary and transiEnt eddies are of a

lesser order of magnitude. Stationary eddies have a 30uthward transport

component north of the anomalies, where the transport.s by the transient

eddies are insignificant. The differences in the variances of both the

stationary and transient eddies are similar to those in the variances of

the temperature fields. This result is expected sir ce the height of a

constant pressure level is computed using the vertic ll-mean temperature

of the layer representing it.

5.1.2 Warm Anomalies in the Equatorial Pacific

In experiment 2, the warm SSTA I S were located in the tropical

Pacific of both hemispheres to simulate the effect of £1 Nino. It is

importar,~ that we carefully analyze the results af this experiment,

co~ i :ing it with the conclusions of primitive equatiJn general circula

tiOl~ models which responded to anomalies in the same location. The

importance of such analyses stems from the use o=- a linear balance
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model, as used :,n the present study, which has its limitations in repre

senting the tropical atmosphere. The SSTA's used here have a maximum of

4°e and minimum of 3°e (Fig. 4. Ib), closely represl t-.ing anomalies

observed in the:;e regions.

The 500 mb zonal wind differences (Fig. 5.7a) are r(:i,~'i;'Jely small.

A positive anonaly component is seen in the tropical region of the

Northern Hemislhere. The subtropical zonal winds are generally decel

erated, especially over the continents. The midlatitude westerlies over

Eurasia are enlanced. Since a considerable part of the surface anoma

lies lie in tte Southern Hemisphere, there are some changes in zonal

wind structure in this region, but with less magnitude than calculated

in the Northel n Hemisphere. The tropical easter! ies and subtropical

westerlies are enhanced. It can be noted that the anomalous westerlies

are stronger tItan the easterlies in both hemispheres, which means that

the effect of the SSTA's i.s to increase the zonal momentum. This result

agrees with mlllY primitive equation general circulation models con

cerning the effects of the similar anomalies (e. g., Rowntree, 1976a).

The meridional mass transports initiated by the anomalies (Fig. 5.7b)

show a northwc rd component in the equatorial Pacific, over the North

American contilent and over the subtropical Atlantic. The major south

ward mass tra lsport takes place over the North Pacific and over the

eastern side cf Eurasia. The intersection between the northerlies and

southerlies in the tropical Pacific lies very close to the equator, sug

gesting a tendency of the low-level convergence between the northerlies

and southerliEs to shift equatorward. The order of magnitude of the

differences in the Northern Hemisphere generally is larger than that in

the Southern H~misphere.
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a

b

5.7 Th~ horizontal wind .. ,-ween the a d~fference ( -1nomaly (E m sec )
.uruary. a) xperiment 2) at 500 mbzonal wind. b) and con1r 1, merid. 0 lcun for

~onal ~ind.
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The differellces in the temperature fields (Fig. 5. 8a, b' reveal the

in-situ response of the lower layer to the warm anomalies The other

temperature chan ges at remote locations are small in cor par~son (al

though they may be still statistically significant), bel ~ only a frac

tion of a degree. The larger differences appear to be at 750 mb above

the oceans. There are temperature differences of opposite sign in the

Pacific to the north and south of the anomaly region. The tropical

regions over the Atlantic are warmed, while the subtropical regions have

a continuous are,l of cooler air extending from the eastern United States

to North Africa. The relatively large differences over the oceans are a

result of the i lfluence of the tropical warm SSTA' s on the hydrologic

cycle, and, ther,!fore, on the thermal equilibrium of the atmosphere. At

the 250 mb leve l the temperature differences in the South Pacific are

almost opposite :0 those in the lower layer.

The geopotential height differences at 750 mb (Fig. 5. 9a) show a

maximum in the )olar region in the form of a trough of low pressure

north of Eurasia. This feature, together with anomalously high pressure

east of the Medj teranean Sea, develops a westerly wind component which

intensifies the middle latitude westerlies over the Eurasian continent.

The second featllre of importance is a high pressure anomaly over the

North Atlantic ald Greenland. Most of the Pacific Ocean comes under the

influence of a trough with two centers, the first west of Canada and the

second in the SOlthern Hemispheric tropical region adjacent to the loca

tion of the SS~,s. The North Pacific negative height differences agree

with results f'om a similar numerical experiment done by Rowntree

0976a). The Aleutian low is deepened and shifted to the east, while

a low pressure area develops near the surface anomaly location.
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Our own and Rowntree's results confirm Bjerknes' (1969) hypothesis,

which states that the anomalies of opposite sign over the eastern tropi

cal Pacific and the western Pacific appear with a negative phase of the

Southern Oscillation.

The 250 mb geopotential height differences (F ig. :> . 9b) show the

quasi-barotropic character of the atmosphere away from the anomalies

(teleconnections). At the same time, directly above the anomalies, the

negative pressure differences in the lower layer are changed to positive

height anomalies in the upper layer, corresponding to a positive mid

tropospheric temperature anomaly.

Hoskins and Karoly (1981), using a linear mocel, concluded that

mid-tropospheric thermal anomalies in the subtropic s tend to induce a

wave pattern to the northeast. However, the results of the present

experiment do not support this argument. In a n<,nlinear model with

topographic forcing and differential diabatic heatin~, positive SSTAs in

the equatorial Pacific are not sufficient to producl~ the proposed geo

potential pattern.

The differences in the pressure velocity (Fig 5.10) show strong

rising motion in the region of the anomalies, with the maximum to the

north. This also agrees with Rowntree's experiment where in the low

level convergence and ascending motion took place n,~ar the area of the

sea surface temperature maximum. Descending motion appears east of the

United States. Over the western Pacific, in the Northern Hemisphere,

ascending motion takes place.

A: ~xpected, the evaporation rate (Fig. 5.11) ircreases in the area

of th positive SSTA. A secondary evaporation max Lmum appears in the

s~ Lopical Atlantic in the Northern Hemisphere and in the subtropical
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5.10 The_lv~rtical pressure velocity difference (IO-4mb
sec ) at 500 mb between the anomaly (Experiment 2) and
control run for February (negative values upward,
positive values downward).
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5.11 The surface evaporation rate difference (lJ-3 em/day)
between the anomaly (Experiment 2) and control run for
February.
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Pacific in the Sluthern Hemisphere. The tropical region is not a source

of atmospheric mlisture, due to the excess of precipitation over evapor

ation. The subtropical regions, which act as moisture s0urces, are very

sensitive to an~' changes in the lower layer water contnt and tempera

ture. The absolute value of the Southern Hemisphere differences gen

erally are gre< ter than those in the Northern Hemisphere due to the

increased surfa,:e temperature (summer hemisphere). Again, most of the

differences takE place over the oceans.

The differE nces in the sea level pressure (Fig. 5.12) SUlIUllHize the

major features of the atmospheric response to the warn SSTA's in the

equatorial Paci fic. A surface low is induced directly above the warm

surface anomalil~s. The center of the low pressure appears to the west

of the maximum SSTA in agreement with linear theory. The Aleutian

surface low is shifted to the east and deepened. The negative phase of

the Southern Os:illation also is simulated as a negative surface pres

sure anomaly in the eastern Pacific and a positive anomaly in the Indian

Ocean. The ar omalies generally weaken the Siberian high, with the

maximum negativl~ values to the northeast of Eurasia.

The differ~nces in the zonally averaged transports and variances of

sensible heat (table 5.2a) indicate that the stationary eddies are the

major components in the middle and extratropical latitudes which trans

port sensible h:at to the south. Transient eddies in thE' high latitudes

have a northwarj transport of sensible heat, but with a ~mal1er order of

magnitude. In the tropical region, transports by the mean meridional

circulation ha\ e a higher order of magnitude than the eddy components.

They are still smaller than the transports by the eddiES in middle and

higher lati tud ~s. Although the surface anomalies are located in the
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5.12 The mean sea level pressure difference (mb) between the
anomaly (Experiment 2) and control run f( r February.



TABLE (5.2)

Experiment 2
Difference (Anomaly minus Control) in the

Zonal Average Variances and Transports

Table (5.2a)

Tempera-r.ure

Latitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

~ameter

msport by Mean
~idi~~al Circulation - .119 -.072 .004 .052 .036 -.01() -.026 .001 -.013 -.049 -.05
sec DC)

msport by §fationary .024 .015 -.007 -.033 -.059 -.02") -.03 -.26 -.65 -.802 -.72.
lies (m sec DC)

msport by 'Ipnsient 0 .001 -.001 -.004 -.009 - .013 -.005 .042 .11 .164 .168
lies (m sec DC)

ciances of Station- -.008 -.008 .006 .028 -.05 -.23 -.29 -.367 -.66 -.56 -.16
{ Eddies (DC)2

ciances of Tran- .016 .006 .001 .001 .011 .043 .064 .05 .045 .121 .242
~nt Eddies (DC)2



Table (5.2b)

Geopotential

atitude (Norl!:' ) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

eter

port by Mean
i~~al Circulation 3.78 -2.9 -8.8 -6.0 2.15 4.9 -.8 -6.2 -1.4 11. 7 19.7
c )

port by §lationary -.066 .192 .211 .297 .589 .624 .856 .56 .012 .29 -.37
s (m2 sec )

port by T1ansient -.01 -.002 -.016 -.023 -.04 -.007 -.001 -.086 -.076 -.05 .02
s (m2 sec- )

nces of Station- +.015 0 -.08 - .112 .185 .536 .08 -1.5 -3.6 -4.9 -4.07
ddies (10 2 m2 )

nces of Tran- .004 -.021 -.042 -.057 -.012 .133 .117 - .092 .034 .027 -1.08
Eddies (10 2 m2 )
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equatorial reg Lons, the maximum southward sensible he t transports by

the stationary eddies are found in the extratropical latitudes. The

same conclusio 1 can be drawn from the differences in the variances of

temperature re mlting from stationary eddies. The extratropical lati

tudes reveal c maximum negative change as a result of the prevailing

warming trend above the continental regions. The temper~-' re gradient

between land ,nd sea is reduced. At the same time th' -- Hiances of

temperature re;ulting from transient eddies are increased in the middle

and extratropical latitudes, indicating an increase in the mixing of

different air Ilasses.

The diffe'ences in the potential energy transport (Table 5.2b) show

that the transJlort by the mean meridional circulation is dominant in all

latitudes.. n e sign of transport changes between different latitude

belts. The transports by the stationary and transient eddies appear to

be in oppositE directions. The differences of variance resulting from

the eddies mazimize in the middle and higher latitudes and resemble the

differences in the variance of temperature.

5.1.3 Cold anI Warm Surface Temperatures in the Pacific

Experimen: 3 represents a simulation of the effects of both SSTA

areas assumed in experiments 1 and 2 without resorting to super-cold

anomalies in the North Pacific. However, the cold SSTA I S are still

exaggerated tIl a certain extent (maximum negative anomaly 4°C) (Fig.

4.1c). In adcition, a small area of warm anomalies is located west of

the United Stctes. The anomalies proposed in this experiment match the

pattern of thE SSTA's presented by Horel and Wallace (1981). According

to their anal~'sis, this pattern represents the first eigenvector (con

taining the major variance contribution, i.e. 23 percent) of Pacific sea
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surface temperatures. It is of interest to examine the response of the

atmosphere to these SSTA1s and to see if it matches the hypothesis given

by Horel and Wallace. The following discussion will give a good expla

nation of the dominant mechanisms enhancing the tel~connection between

tropical and middle latitude regions.

The differences in the 500 mb zonal wind (Fig. 5.13a) show that the

major increase in the westerlies is in the Pacific sector, indicating

that the Pacific jet is stronger and located farther to the south.

Since the westerlies over the United States generally are decreased due

to the superimposed negative (easterly) component. Another area of

positive wind anomalies is found north of Canada, ~lich again enhances

an anticyclonic wind shear to the south. Both tl ese mechanisms are

likely to enhance high pressure conditions north\- est of the United

States and a low pressure trough to its southwest. Note that the major

differences are in the western hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere

the differences are of a lesser order of magnituje. The main dif

ferences in the JOO mb meridl.ulldl wind componeId U'ig. 5. l3b) are lo

cated over the North American continent with southvard component over

eastern United States and northward component OVE r the west. This

feature is a result of the amplification of the Rocky Mountains of the

anomalous easterly flow. The anomalous easterly flo~ turns to the south

before it reaches the mountains. The resulting positive relative vor

ticity is balanced by a decrease in f (the Coriolis force) so that

potential vorticity is conserved. As the air move~ to the top of the

mouf. d, the vertical column of air shrinks, and it continues to move

equato ... 'Clrd so that the decreased depth is balanced by a decrease in f.

On the 0", cr side of the mountains the process is reversed: The air
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moves northward until it reaches the original lat: tude, where it goes

westward.

The differences in the 750 mb temperature pattern (Fig. 5.14a) show

the warm and cold pools directly above the anomali,~s. The south-north

temperature gradient is associated with a westerl y thermal wind com

ponent, which enhances the jet stream in the Pacific region. Relatively

warm air in midlatitudes extends over North America and Eurasia, whereas

the subtropical regions there show negative temperature anomalies. The

Southern Hemisphere reveals smaller temperature differences, except for

the warm center in the Southern Pacific. At 250 lib (Fig. 5. 14b), the

differences are smaller than those in the lower layer, with a warm

center above the cold anomalies and a cold center above the warm anoma

lies.

The 750 mb geopotential height differences (Fig. 5.15a) reveal

features of a blocking ridge over the United Stat(~s, and low pressure

centers on its southwestern and southeastern sides. A low pressure area

also is found .111 llortheasteru Elll<ll;ia.

The 250 mb differences (Fig. 5.15b) clearly support the hypothesis

given by Horel and Wallace (1981). We represent in Fig. 5.16 their

Figure 11, which illustrates the hypothesized global pattern of middle

am1 upper-tropospheric geopotential height anomalie s that occurs during

an episode of warm sea surface temperatues in thf equatorial Pacific

during a Northern Hemisphere winter. The major features of our experi

ment and their hypothesis are a high pressure reg:.on over Canada, low

pressure over the central Pacific, low pressure to the southeast of the

Uni tates and high pressure over the tropical Pacific. A comparison

with model results when each anomaly was im·estigated by itself
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(experiments 1 and 2) proves that neither is capable (If producing such a

pattern alone. Although the mid-tropospheric thermal heating in experi

ment 2 is larger than in the present experiment (Fig. 5.8a,b and

5.I41,b), the response of the atmosphere in the former experiment did

not support the results of the linear model by I.oskins and Koroly

(I98L). The negative and positive thermal anomalie~ to the north and

south, are both necessary for producing a northeastly propagating geo

potential height anomaly pattern, which closely re ~embles the obser

vational study by Horel and Wallace (1981). One of~he effects of both

the cold and warm anomalies acting together is the l.ori~ontal and ver

tical wind shear created by the atmosphere in respoGse to the surface

thermal anomalies.

The differences in the 500 mb pressure velocities (Fig. 5.17) are

large over the United States. However, a comparison with the relevant

pattern in experiments 1 and 2 suggests that this n sponse is a result

of the temperature anomalies in the North Pacific, \< here the anomalous

easterly component across the Rocky Mountains creates regions of cy

clonic and anticyclonic circulations to satisfy the potential vorticity

conservation.

The evaporation rate differences (Fig. 5.18) ! how that the warm

anomalies cause an increase in the evaporation while the cold anomalies

are associated with a decrease. As was the case in the previous two

experiments, most of the variability takes place over the oceans.

The surface pressure difference (Fig. 5.19) a,sociated with the

anomalies show a low pressure area in the equatorial I~ast Pacific, which

results from the positive SSTA underneath, and a high pressure area over

the cold North Pacific SSTA. The subtropical higl in the Northern

Hemispheric Atlantic Ocean is intensified.
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5.17 The v~rtical pressure velocity difference (10-4mb
-1sec ) at 500 mb between the anomaly (Experiment 3) and

control run for February (negative values upward,
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5.18 The surface evaporation rate difference (] 0- 3 em/day)
between the anomaly (Experiment 3) and conl.rol run for
February.
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5.19 The mean sea level pressure difference (mb) between the
anomaly (Experiment 3) and control run for February.
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The differences in the temperature transports alld variances result

ing from this type of SSTA distribution (table : .3a) show that the

sensible heat transport by the mean meridional circl.lation is northward

in the middle latitudes and southward in the low and high latitudes,

whereas the transports by the stationary and transielt eddies are south

ward in most latitudinal zones. The southward transport by the sta

tionary eddies is the dominant mechanism north of 4~ o. The variance of

temperature resulting from the stationary eddies is large in middle

latitudes, unlike the results of experiment 2 where Jt was rather small.

The cold anomalies in the Northern Pacific cause a larger land-sea

temperature gradient. The variances of temperat Ire resulting from

transient eddies are similar to the stationary eddi~s; the two experi

ments (2 and 3) have opposite signs in middle and extra tropical lati

tudes. Unlike experiment 2, the activity of the .. ransient eddies is

decreased in the present experiment. This result miY give some insight

into the variability of the atmosphere associated wLth the two anomaly

patterns. Witl) "nly a warm dllomaly in the e'jll.ltorial Pacific, the

response of the atmosphere is transient. If the I:old anomaly in the

North Pacific is included, the response of the atmosphere is more of a

blocking or semi -permanent type. In other words, the latter anomaly

caus,;s a change in the amplitude of the quasi-stationary waves and

reduces the activity of the travelling disturbances.

The differences in the transport of potential energy (Table 5.3b)

by the mean meridional circulation show a maximum sOlthward transport in

the midlatitudes. The differences in the eddy compcnents have a lesser

ord( of magnitude, and they are northward in nearly all the latitude



TABLE (5.3)

Experiment 3
Difference (Anomaly minus Control) in the

Zonal Average Variances and Transports

Table (5.3a)

Temnerature

Latitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5 84.1

Parameter

Transport by Mean
Meridi~~al Circulation -.105 - .119 -.047 .142 .327 .345 .204 .043 -.05 -.061 - .017 .01
(m sec DC)

~
U"1

Transport by ~tationary .038 .037 .044 -.008 -.141 -.21 -.241 -.209 -.321 -.576 -.484 -.157 U"1

Eddies (m sec DC)

Transport by !Iansient .002 .002 .002 -.001 -.015 -.012 -.015 -.059 -.127 -.202 -.284 -.224
Eddies (m sec DC)

Variances of Station- -.019 - .017 -.006 .029 .134 .19 .231 .276 .073 -.126 -.03 .023
ary Eddies (OC) 2

Variances of Tran- .02 .001 -.003 .012 .016 -.007 -.032 -.102 -.12.7 -,llq - .082 .063
sient Eddies (oC)2



Table (5. 3b)

Geopotential

Latitude (North) Eg. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5 84.1

Parameter

Transport by Mean
Meridiolfal Circulation -.53 4.2 4.3 -3.1 -14.9 -22.1 -17.7 -3.4 13.18 23.28 21.87 11.1
(m2 sec- )

Transport by ~tationary .192 .442 .576 .802 .826 1.17 1.38 .214 - .453 .751 .846 .067
Eddies (m2 sec )

Transport by Tiansient .024 .027 .06.= .045 .011 .011 .053 .068 .035 -.049 .063 .332
Eddies (m2 sec- )

1-'
lJ1
0'\

Variances of Station- -.003 -.021 -.137 -.392 -.254 .468 1.674 2.462 .11 -3.42 -3.22 -.796
ary Eddies (10 2 m2 )

Variances of Tran- .093 .063 .074 .062 -.133 -.418 -.991 -2.016 -2.48 -2.066 -.79 1.245
sient Eddies (102 m2 )
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belts. The differences in the variances of potential energy resulting

from the statiolary and transient eddies are similar to those found in

the temperature field.

5.2 Middle-Tropospheric Thermal Anomalies

In this stction we consider anomalies in the atmosphere above a

certain locaticn. Tropospheric temperature anomalies may occur as a

result of lOWE r boundary temperature anomalies, as in the case of

SSTA's, or as c result of changes in the troposphere itself. Examples

of the latter ere an anomalous release of latent heat of condensation,

or changes in the major atmospheric radiation absorbers like carbon

dioxide or watl~ I - ·apor. The r;:jsP of troposphe f' i (' thermal anomaly re

sulting from th~ release of latent heat due to excessive condensation or

precipitation is best described as a certain kind of propagating wave.

It is unreason, ble to assume that a stat.ionary anomaly can exist in the

troposphere fOl" a long time. The release of latent heat will be max

imised in area; of ascending motion, with areas of minimum release of

latent. heat in regions of descent. Such thermal anomalies are expected

to prevail in .ow latitudes (i.e., near the ITCZ) because of the large

moisture content and convective act.ivity in that region.

In experinlents 4 and 5 the thermal anomalies are represented by an

easterly wave travelling along a certain latitude belt. The maximum

amplitude of the wave is SOC/day and the minimum is aOC/day, resulting

in an average of 2 .SoC/day, which represents an excess precipitation

rate of nearly 10 mm/day.
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5.2.1 Thermal Tropospheric Anomalies Along the Equ~~~i_,~!:.)~.?cif~c

Experiment 4 represents the case of an equator~ard displacement of

the ITCZ over the Pacific in the form of a travel Ling easterly wave,

with the associated anomalous release of latent he ~t of condensation.

The differences in the 500 mb zonal wind field (Fig. 5.20a) reveal

clearly that such anomalies have larger response: than the SSTA' s.

These responses may be a result of the high ampli tilde used and of the

direct and undiffused effect in the thermal energy equation. The lower

boundary SSTA's must be linked to the conditions of the atmosphere above

it in order to get a large tropospheric anomaly. It also is noticed

that the differences in the Northern Hemisphere are larger than those in

the Southern Hemisphere. The intensification and sOlthward shift of the

subtropical jet stream are shown. The maximum posi:.ive anomalies take

place over west Eurasia, increasing the westerlies chere. The easter

lies are enhanced along the equatorial belt. Also He westerlies decel

erate over most of the United States. The differE~nces in the 500 mb

meridional wind relocity (F':. ':. 20b) show 1. I,., values near the

Northern Hemispheric polar region, east of Greenla~l. A strong south

ward flow drifts towards the middle latitudes. Secondary differ~nces

exist in the form of a southward flux over eastern Eurasia and a north

ward flux over the North Pacific. The differences in the equatorial

region are generally less than those at high latitudes.

The differences in the 750 mb temperatures (Fig. 5.21a) show a

strong pool of cold air east of Greenland and a wea1er warm pool north

east of Eurasia. The major differences in the middle latitudes appear

as warm air over most of the United States and east of Eurasia. In the

Southern Hemisphere the response is more pronounced in the subtropics,
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with shorter wavelengths than already noted in the Northern Hemisphere.

The 250 mb tempE rature differences (Fig. 5. 2Ib) show a nearly zonal

pattern in the No::thern Hemisphere with a cold pool in the m.i.dlatitudes.

In the Southern Iemisphere the major positive differences are in the

Indian Ocean witL cold regions over the South African and Australian

regions.

The differerces in the 750 mb geopotential heights (Fig. 5. 22a)

reveal that most of the response takes place in the high latitudes of

the Northern Hem .sphere, mainly in the form of a deep trough north of

Eurasia and a r-dge over Greenland. The trough associated with the

depression over n)rthern Eurasia is deep and reaches the western Pacific

subtropics. The Aleutian low is enhanced over the west Pacific, while

the Siberian high is weaker and the subtropical high is built up.

Noteworthy are t le anomalies of opposite sign over the United States.

In the Southern Hemisphere, a low pressure area is dominant in the

middle latitudes of the Atlantic with a high on the Antaractic region.

The 250 mb pattErn (Fig. 5.22b) shows that the major differences are

nearly the same as in the lower layer.

Thediffererces in the 500 mb pressure velocities (Fig. 5.23) show

rising motion mer the equatorial Pacific region associated with the

thermal anomalie; there. In the polar region a maj or sinking area

appears east of Creenland and a region of ascending motion of comparable

magnitude over northern Eurasia. The mountains generate anomalous

circulations in between these two regions. The tropical warm anomaly

initiates a loc 11 low-level convergence accompanied by an ascending

motion. The con:inuity of mass requires that air must descend in other

regions. The dl~scending air carries the properties of its original
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sec ) at 500 mb between the anomaly (Experiment 4) and
contro] run for February (negative values upward,
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layer. The strong subsidence in the area of t Ie Himalayas is very

significant, since the subsiding air is of high momentum due to the

existence of the subtropical jet stream there. "he colder air coming

from above is the maj or cause for building the rUge in the subtropics

over Eurasia and for deepening the trough over the western Pacific.

Descending air causes a low-level divergence, wh:.ch builds the ridge,

while the low-level convergence associated witl the ascending air

strengthens the trough to the east. In the United States the Rocky

Mountains modify and amplify the effects of the ancmalies. The mountain

ranges produce a short-wave pattern that divides the country into two

separate climate regions, as usually observed dur~ng anomalous winters

in the United States. In the Southern Hemispher= the effects of the

equatorial anomalies also are shown through the subsidence in the polar

region.

Fig. 5.24 shows the effects of middle-tropos)heric thermal anoma

lies on the surface evaporation rate. The main differences are found in

the subtropical oceans in both hemispheres. The circulation induced by

the anomalies, specifically by the 750 mb tempe! ature and horizontal

wind anomalies, is the major reason for the evaporation anomalies, since

the sea surface temperatures are fixed.

The surface pressure difference (Fig. 5.25) are similar to those of

the geopotential heights at 750 mb. The major rl~sponse occurs in the

extratropical latitudes of the Northern Hemispherl~, with high pressure

east of Greenland, low pressure north of Eurasia and an extended trough

over the subtropical west Pacific. The subtropical high is intensified.

In the tropical Pacific area of the anomalous hea:ing, a small surface

low pressure anomaly appears. The differences lsually increase with

latitude in both hemispheres.
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5.25 The mean sea level pressure difference (mb: between the
anomaly (Experiment 4) and control run f n February.
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The differen:es in the transports and variances (Table 5.4a) indi

cate that the trcnsport of temperature by the mean meridional circula

tion is generally southward, dominating the tropical and subtropical

regions, whereas in the middle and higher latitudes the southward trans

port by the stationary eddies is a major influence. The transport of

sensible heat by the transient eddies appears to increase poleward. The

order of magnituje of the differences in the variances is larger than

those calculated in the previous experiments. The variance of tempera

ture resulting from stationary eddies is decreased in the middle and

high latitudes I whereas that resulting from transient eddies is in

creased, especia:.ly in the subtropics and the middle latitudes.

The differences in the transport of the potential energy (Table

5. 4b) by the mean meridional circulation show a northward component at

all latitudes Except high latitudes. These estimates indicate the

enhancement of tle Hadley circulation. The differences in the variances

of the geopoteno;ial height resembles those of the temperature fields.

In compariEon with Experiment 2 (SSTA in the equatorial Pacific),

the pesent experiment has a similar locations of maxima and minima. The

magnitude of th ~ differences is larger in this experiment due to the

larger anomaly amplitude used.

5.2.2 Thermal lropospheric Anomalies over the Gulf of Bengal

In ExperimEnt 5 the westward-propagating thermal anomaly is located

over the Gulf oj Bengal at latitude 7.7°N. The latitudinal width of the

anomaly wave iE nearly half that assumed over the equatorial Pacific

(experiment 4). At the same time its lower boundary contains both land

and ocean surfal:es.



TABLE (5.4)

Experiment 4
Difference (Anomaly minus Control) in the

Zonal Average Variances and Transports

Table (5.4a)

Temperature

ltitude (North) Eg. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

~ter

?ort by Mean
i~~al Circulation 1.079 -.6 -1.7 -1.7 -1. 17 -.8 - .849 -.832 -.469 -.034 .273
c °C)

?ort by ~rationary .042 -.005 .166 .21 -.243 -.015 1.04 -.089 -3.4 -3.26 -.367
::; (m sec °C)

?ort by Iyansient - .017 -.06 -.06 -.07 -.07 -.016 -.038 -.24 -.3 -.294 -.7
::; (m sec °C)

l1ces of Station- .61 .62 .8 1.1 .53 -1.2 -1.5 -1.8 -4.5 -2.2 3.4
:ldies (OC):'::

[lces of Tran- .94 loB 1.22 1.33 1.62 1.8 1. 212 .18 -.02 .35 -.67
Eddies (oC)2
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Table (5.4b)

Geopotential

~atitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5

leter

. , ...... --
'pV.L L. uy .1..1\_U.1.1.

li~~al Circulation -171.6 236.1 462.5 453.4 318.3 198.7 144.5 115.8 64.4 -7.1 -52.£
~c )

;port by Stationary -.5 .98 .5 -1.6 .378 2.7 5.6 3.23 2.2 3.86 -4.4
~s (m2 sec- )

;port by Tfansient -.1 .42 .5 -.08 -.021 .17 .31 .5 .287 -.32 .9
~s (m2 sec- )

:lnces of Station- .3 .35 -.3 -.8 4.1 19.8 35.5 32.7 16.7 3.6 -2.9
~ddies (10 2 m2 )

:lnces of Tran- 5.1 5.5 5.8 6.2 7.0 6.3 .65 -5.1 -.5 11.4 16.3
tEddies (10 2 m2 )
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The response in the 500 mb zonal velocity (Fi~. 5. 26a) is shown to

be almost zonally symmetric. The subtropical jet stream is enhanced,

with the maximum westerly component north of the :illomaly region. The

midlatitude westerlies are decreased in both the eastern and western

hemispheres. The maximum differences take place i.n the extratropical

latitudes, with a superimposed westerly componen' .. In the Southern

Hemisphere the easterlies in the tropical region and the subtropical

westerlies are strengthened. The differences in t le 500 mb meridional

wind (Fig. 5.26b) show that the western parts of the continents have

southward flow, whereas the eastern parts have northward flow. Again

the maximum differences appear to be in the higher Jatitudes.

The differences in the 750 mb temperatures (Fi.g. 5.27a) show warm

tropical and subtropical regions in the vicinity of the anomaly.

Northern Hemisphere middle and extratropical latitu(es are characterized

by colder air over the continents, with the major (ooling over northern

Eurasia. The Southern Hemisphere does not show a lY large differences

except for the warm pool south of the Indian Ocean. The 250 mb tempera

ture differences (Fig. 5.27b) are mainly zonal in the two hemispheres

with a thermal ridge in the equatorial region that extends to South

Africa.

The differences in the 750 mb geopotential hei~ht (Fig. 5.28a) show

high pressure areas to the west of the continellts in the Northern

Hemisphere for high latitudes. The eastern part;; of the continents

reveal low pressure anomalies of lesser magnitude. In the lower lati

tudes the anomalies induce two centers of low prl!ssure towards their

northwest and southwest. In the Southern Hemisph,~re the maximum dif-

ferences appear as low pressure areas near Anta:·ctica. The 250 mb
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5.26 The hol'izontal wind difference (m sec-I) at 500 mb
between the anomaly (Experiment 5) and control run for
Februarr. a) zonal wind; b) meridional wind.
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pattern (Fig. 5.28b) shows essentially the same sign in the differences

as given by the lower layer.

The difference in the 500 mb pressure veloci ~ies (Fig. 5.29) show

that the anomalies to the south of the Himalayas fcrce ascending motions

in the whole region. Induced subsidence is created in the adjacent

regions in the subtropics of both hemispheres. ThE southerly flow which

is initiated across the east-west extent of the Himalayas acts to force

the vertical motion. The North Atlantic is characterized by an area of

ascending motion.

The evaportion rate differences (Fig. 5.30) irdicate that the major

decrease of evaporation is in the area of the Indi~n Ocean, south of the

anomaly. The continents have relatively smaller differences, as was

noted in the previous experiments.

As in Experiment 4 the differences in the surface pressure

(Fig. 5.31) increase towards high latitudes. The middle latitudes are

characterized by high pressure over the continent~, except over western

Eurasia, where a trough of low pressure exists as a result of the warm

anomalies. The Siberian high is well developed.

The differences in the temperature transport~ and variances (Table

5. Sa) indicate that the mean meridional circulat ion dominates in the

tropical and subtropical regions. It has northwa ~d and southward com

ponents to the south and north of the latitude of the thermal anomalies,

respectively. In middle and extratropical latit udes, the stationary

eddies have a relatively large influence, with mainly southward trans

port. At a certain latitudinal belt the differencEs in the variances of

temperature resulting from the stationary and tr msient eddies have a

similar sign. Both are negative in high latitudes. The variances
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5.29 The vertical pressure velocity difference (10-4mb

sec-I) £t 500 mb between the anomaly (Experiment 5) and
control run for February (negative values upward,
positivE values downward).
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TABLE (5.5)

Experiment 5
Difference (Anomaly minus Control) in the

Zonal Average Variances and Transports

Table (5.5a)

Temperature

ititude (North) Eg. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61. 3 68.9 76.5

~ter

?ort by Mean
i~yal Circulation 1.8 .96 -.332 -1.08 -.755 .241 .82 .514 -.004 -.216 -.209
c °C)

?ort by ~rationary .071 .103 -.05 -.233 -.334 -.441 -.314 .327 .658 -.337 -1.68
:; (m sec °C)

?ort by !lansient .001 -.002 .006 0 -.028 -.029 -.037 -.148 - .277 -.368 -.578
:; (m sec °C)

_+ c+- ........ .:,, __ 1')"1 1Co "11 I. "1<: Co ')0 "7 1 "I') () ') L: 1 "I') -'> I. "7 ') 1 1---- --- --------
:ldies (oC)2

:lces of Tran- .347 .392 .4 .35 .25 .21 .21 .093 -.168 -.6 -.85
Eddies (oC)2



Table (5.5b)

Geopotential

Latitude (North) Eq. 7.7 15.3 23.0 30.6 38.3 45.9 53.6 61.3 68.9 76.5 84.1

Parameter

Tr8nSDort bv Mean
Meridi~~al Circulation -394.8 -155.1 130.2 26u.~ 1/6.4 5.1 -88.7 -39.7 22.9 7~.3 68.2 31.8
(m2 sec )

Transport by §rationary .3 .7 1.3 .8 1.0 .569 -1.3 -.68 1.27 .39 -.375 .328
Eddies (m2 sec )

Transport by I1ansient .04 .096 .17 .086 -.05 -.08 -.06 .151 .193 .05 .259 .428
Eddies Cm 2 sec ) .......

.......
'Cl

Variances of Station- -.008 -.005 .07 1.1 3.1 1.8 -1.5 1.9 7.8 4.6 -2.4 -1. 71
ary Eddies (10 2 m2 )

Variances of Tran- 1.7 1.9 2.1 2. 1.4 .7 .058 -.99 -1.4 .6 6.6 14.8
sient Eddies (10 2 m2 )
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resulting from the stationary eddies show maxima in middle latitudes.

The transient eddy activity is increased signif lcantly in the lati

tudinal zones adjacent to the anomalies. This result reflects the

effect of the Himalayas in enhancing transient eddies caused by the

thermal anomalies.

The transport of potential energy (Table 5 .~,b) bv the mean mer

idional circulation is northward with a maximUll! in the subtropical

region north of the anomaly position. The transpllrt is negative south

of the anomaly. This result indicates that the Iadley circulation is

generally enhanced as a result of the anomalies. 1he differences in the

transports of potential energy by the stationary and transient eddies

are of a lower magnitude. The differences in the ~ariances of potential

energy resulting from stationary waves are positbe and have a maximum

in the high latitudes. The transient eddy effects reveal two inver

sions, one in the subtropics north of the anomaly location and the other

in the polar region.

5.3 -"Memory" of Different Anomaly Patterns in the Atmosphere

It is difficult to estimate the way in which the atmosphere will

"remember" certain anomalies after they are gone. The difficulty arises

from the fact that the oceans in our model, which represent large reser

voirs of energy, do not respond, or change as a result of the atmo

spheric circulation above them. However, we call still gain an idea

about the way in which the atmosphere recognize:: the effects of the

anomalies by itself. A memory parameter is defined to show the geo

graphic locations that display a sustained influerce of the circulation

caused by the anomalies. The analysis for this plrpose is done in two

phases using the March circulation (day 121-150). In the first phase
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each experiment is conducted through March with the anomalies. In the

second phase the experiment is repeated through the same period, but

with a gradually decreasing anomalies. The removal of the anomalies is

accomplished usin.; an e-folding time of 5 days, which corresponds to the

time over which the anomalies were introduced into the January circula-

tion.

At a certail grid point (. ,), we define the variable eX, ')2 to
1J 1J

represent the Mar~h anomaly run. The same variable without anomalies is

(Xij)NA' whereas its value in the control run representing normal March

is (X .. ) I'1J

The memory plrameter at grid point (. ,) is given by
1J

(Mo) .. =
1J

- 1 I x 100. (5,8)

This parameter j s calculated using the monthly average geopotential

height of the 50ll mb level at each grid point. In this way, the param-

eter shows a high value for those locations at which geopoten~ial height

is ~;ubstantially changed by the anomalies as compared to the control

run, while the gt~opotential height did not change much when the anoma-

lies were removec. We are going to consider a significant memory to be

above 90%, and i: must cover a considerable continuous area, not just a

single grid point.

We will fint consider the cases representing the surface tempera-

ture anomalies (experiments 1 to 3). In experiment 1 when cold SSTA are

located in the ~ orth Pacific, (Fig. 5. 32a) the memory parameter shows

large values ove: the eastern tropical Pacific. This is the area where

the El Nino occu rs. This result indicates that the atmosphere in this
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region could preserve the effect of the SSTA to their north for longer

time periods than could other places over either lhe oceans or the con

tinents.- At the same time the differences in this region, are not large

enough to cause a significant response of the at nosphere, as was dis

cussed in section 5.1.1.

In Experiment 2, the SSTAs are located in the eastern tropical

Pacific. The response of the atmosphere to the;e anomalies is of a

direct nature and has a recognizable effect on~he middle and extra

tropical latitudes. As Figure 5.32b shows, the ef:-ect of the anomaly is

not retained in any region after it is removed, except in the polar

latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere. The last ca~,e in this category is

experiment 3, where a dual-type anomaly was locatl'd in the northern and

equatorial Pacific. The memory of the atmosphere (Fig. 5.32c) seems to

be improved relative to the previous case. Again there are small dis

crete areas of high memory in the Northern Hemisphere and a large area

in the Southern Hemisphere. An area of large ml~mory appears west of

Canada in high latitudes, but it is not large enoul;h to form an air mass

with considerable impact on in the atmosphere.

The thermal anomalies in the middle troposphl~re (experiments 4 and

5) generally show a more continuous memory pattern (Fig. 5.32d,e), which

spreads over large areas. We should remember the relatively large

amplitude of the anomaly used in these experiments. In experiment 4,

with the thermal heat source propagating in th ~ troposphere of the

equatorial Pacific, the maximum memory regions are spread over the

subtropics north of the anomaly location, and in the middle latitudes.

In Experiment 5 the thermal heat source is loc< ted along the Indian

Ocean. The high memory appears to the north of the anomaly location in

the middle latitudes of Eurasia.
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5.4 Determinati:m of the Noise Level

It is necessary to determine the noise level of the model-generated

climatological ;itatistics in order to judge the significance of the

response calcul<ted by the different experiments. The geographic dis-

tribution of tlte standard deviation of temperature and geopotential

height is calcu:_ated using the control run and four runs with randomly

perturbed initi,l conditions. The initial perturbations are imposed on

the velocity a ld temperature fields at day 61 (first of January).

Perturbed value1 have a zero average, with standard deviations equal to

- 11°C and 4 m sec for the temperature and wind, respectively (Shukla and

Bangaru, 1980). The model runs for January and February, and their

standard deviatjons are calculated using the 30 day averages of the five

runs with thei: different anomaly fields. Analyses of the standard

deviations of tle temperature and geopotential height fields at 750 mb

(Fig. 5. 33a, b) show that the variability is mostly in the Northern

Hemisphere middle and high latitudes. This is a result of the enhanced

transient eddies during winter in these regions. The values decrease

equatorward in hoth hemispheres. The maximum variability of temperature

is between 50~ and 70 0 N to the west of Canada and the east of Asia.

This feature i 3 in qualitative agreement with a calculation done by

Crutcher and Meserve (1970) for the 850 mb temperatures using data from

January of 14 jears. The standard deviation of the geopotential height

displays the saine features as that of the temperature field, but shifted

by about 90° te> the east. This shift is a result of the baroclinic

nature of the dlsturbances occupying these latitudes.

As was di~ cussed in Chapter 4, a significant atmospheric response,

with :onfidence above 95%, requires the significance ratio to be ~ 4. A
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comparison betwl~en the standard deviation values and the resulting

differences fron the previous experiments shows that this condition is

fulfilled for mest of the maxima and minima. This guarantees that the

differences whic~ result from thermal anomalies exceed (by at least four

times) the diff ~rences caused by the random variability of the model

itself.



6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We intended to investigate the atmospheric re,ponse to equatorial

and midlatitude thermal anomalies in the form of SSTA t S or diabatic

heating anomalies in the middle troposphere. Anal),ses of observational

data suggest a possible response of the atmosphere to the Pacific SSTA's

in the equatorial and middle latitudes (e.g., Bjecknes, 1969; Namias,

1976, 1980). Horel and Wallace (1981) showed the possible connections

between seven warm episodes in the sea surface temlerature of the equa

torial Pacific and the 700 mb geopotential in the N"orthern Hemisphere.

Linear and nonlinear models were developed to test the possible telecon

nections between the atmospheric variables at different latitudes (e.g.

Rowntree, 1972; Egger, 1977; Chervin et a1., 1976; Chervin et a1., 1980;

Simpson and Downey, 1975). Most of the numerical ~tudies confirmed the

response of the atmosphere to tropical SSTA's. Contrary to the observa

tional evidence, most experiments show no signifi :ant response of the

atmosphere in middle latitudes, to a midlatitude SS1A of observed ampli

tude. In some cases super-anomalies were used (:: 12°C) to obtain a

significant atmospheric response.

Hoskins and Karoly (1981) used a linearized steady-state five layer

baroclinic model to study the response of the atmo~phere to thermal and

orographic forcing. The results for the subtrop: .cal thermal forcing

show the long waves are set up poleward and eastward of the thermal

source, whereas shorter wavelengths are trapped eqlatorward of the jet.
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The response is g~nerally less for midlatitude thermal forcing than for

the case of subt ~opical forcing. However, the response is crucially

dependent on the \ertical distribution of the source.

Since the ataosphere is highly nonlinear, it is difficult to pre

dict the correct positions of the geopotential height extremes using a

linear model. Foe this purpose, a two-level, nonlinear, quasi-geostro

phic (linear balalce) global model is developed. The dynamic structure

of the model is basically that of Lorenz (1960). A moisture budget

equation is used in the lower layer. In the horizontal domain a rhom

boidal spectral truncation is assumed, using the associated Legendre

functions. Pres :ure is used as a vertical coordinate. The finite

difference method is used for vertical approximations.

The forcing and dissipation mechanisms adopted in the model are:

1) Diabati: heating due to short and longwave radiation. The

solar energy is specified assuming an average zenith angle.

2) SensiblE heat flux between the surface and the lower layer for

both land ard sea areas.

3) Release of latent heat of condensation in the lower layer in

the case of near super-saturation (85%). Convective adjustment is

used to ad"pt the temperature profile in order to avoid super

critical la] se rates.

4) Mechani:al forcing by orography as a lower boundary (1000 mb)

condition OIL vertical pressure velocity.

5) Surface friction and friction between the two layers.

6) The se; surface temperature is specified over the oceans as

suming the January mean values. A steady state surface energy
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equilibrium is assumed over land and ice arels in order to calcu

late the surface temperature.

The explicit centered scheme (Leap-frog) is lsed for time integra

tion. For computational stability the frictionaJ and diffusion terms

are integrated from the previous time step. A t: .me filter is used to

couple odd and even time steps. The time step Ised is 2 hours (120

minutes). For calculation of one month (30 days) the model requires

about 50 seconds on the CRAY-1 machine of the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR).

Integrations are performed to simulate the climate of January,

February and March. The model starts from a hypothetical atmosphere at

rest with a constant lapse rate. Integration is ccrried out for 60 days

assuming constant insolation (first of January). From day 61 to day

150, the January, February and March simulations Ire carried on with a

daily change of insolation. This period represents the control run for

the three months. To deduce the inherent variabiJity of the model (the

noise), the control run is repeated four times wi. th different initial

random wind and temperature perturbations. The gEographic distribution

of the standard deviations for the temperature ani geopotential height

fields are calculated using the five runs.

Comparison of the January climate of the rna lel with the observed

circulation shows that the model can simulate the main features of the

large scale circulation. The transient eddies are underestimated by the

model. This limitation is due to several simplifi.cations in designing

the model, such as the low order truncation, the zonally averaged

forcing of solar radiation and the time filter O'lerator. In spite of

these deficiencies the model is useful for climatE sensitivity studies.
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Experiments were designed to examine the response of the atmosphere

to regional anorralies in the thermal forcing either by a lower boundary

SSTA or by a di.lbatic heating rate existing in the middle troposphere.

The main branche5 of the investigations are:

1) To dettrmine the way in which the atmosphere responds to each

anomaly at different locations. For example, how does the atmo

sphere reslond to a cold SSTA in the North Pacific or warm SSTA in

the equato':ial eastern Pacific, or to both anomalies existing at

the same time?

2) To estimate the response of the atmosphere to mid-tropospheric

thermal an<malies in the tropics.

3) To determine the atmospheric memory for the thermal anomalies

at differelt locations. In other words, if the thermal anomalies

were removed there would be different recognition of their past

effects by the atmosphere.

Five experiment, are used to test the above arguments. Super-anomalies

are assumed in ~xperiment 1 (minimum -12°C) to investigate the effect of

SSTA's in the ~orthern Pacific. Experiment 2 uses the usually observed

amplitudes of ESTA to demonstrate the effect of El Nino in the equator

ial eastern Pacific. Experiment 3 represents the distributions of both

of these anoma lies acting together. However, the super SSTA in the

Northern Pacif: c is changed to approximately observed values (minimum

-4°C). Experir~nts 4 and 5 simulate the effect of middle-tropospheric

anomalies resuting from the release of latent heat in a propagating

easterly wave. In experiment 4 the anomaly wave is propagating through

the width of tIe equatorial Pacific, whereas the wave is located in the

Indian Ocean scuth of the Himalayas in experiment 5.
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Experiments with anomalies use the results of day 60 of the control

run as an initial state. The effects of the ano nalies in each region

are imposed gradually using a 5 day e-folding time. The insolation is

changed daily and the model is run for January, Flbruary and March. To

examine the way in which the model "remembers" eacl type of anomaly, the

March run (days 120-150) is repeated after gradua:ly deleting the ther

mal anomalies.

The main conclusions of the model developmen: and the experiments

can be summarized in the following way:

1) The nonlinear quasi-geostrophic (linear balance) model is

useful for studying the response of the atm )sphere in middle and

high latitudes to tropical thermal anomalies As shown in experi

ment 2 (SSTA in the tropical East Pacific), l.he results agree with

many primitive equation models examining thl same type of anoma

lies.

2) Nonlinear interactions are important mechanisms in producing

the correct phase of the different variables.

3) The mountains have an important influE nce in modifying the

atmospheric circulation caused by the thermal anomalies.

4) Warm SSTA's in the equatorial Pacific induce a mid-tropo

spheric thermal anomaly. The corresponding response of the atmo

sphere does not support the linear theory ar~ument by Hoskins and

Karoly (1981). This anomaly pattern is not capable of producing

the tropospheric geopotential height anomaly huggested by Horel and

Wallace (1981).

5) Both warm SSTA I S in the tropical Paciflc and cold SSTA' s in

the North Pacific, acting together (experimen1• 3), are essential in
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producing the middle- and upper-tropospheric geopotential pattern

suggested by Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and described by Horel and

Wallace (1981), which is associated with the negative phase of the

Southern as :illation. The SSTA's in these regions enhance the

thermal win lover the subtropical Pacific. With an anomalous

easterly conponent over the North American continent, the northern

and southerr parts of the United States are under the influence of

anticyclonic and cyclonic horizontal wind shears, respectively.

6) The va dances of temperature resulting from the stationary

eddies were increased in middle latitudes in response to the SSTA's

in the nort 1 and equatorial Pacific. The variances resulting from

transient eddies increased in the case of equatorial SSTA' salone.

These results suggest that the cold SSTA' s in the North Pacific

favor an Enhancement of semi-permanent features like blocking,

whereas the warm SSTA's in the equatorial Pacific enhance the tran

sient compolents in middle and high latitudes.

7) Either cold SSTA I S in the middle latitudes or warm SSTA I S in

the equatorial Pacific are capable of causing a local increase of

the subtroI ical jet stream. The north-south temperature gradient

produces a westerly thermal wind component in the lower tropo

sphere.

8) The niddle tropospheric thermal anomalies have a greater

effect on ..he atmosphere (both local and remote) than the SSTA IS.

9) The Wcy in which the atmosphere ttrememberstt the effects of the

anoma lies lfter they have been removed depends on the horizontal

and vertical locations of the anomalies. The mid-tropospheric

thermal an"malies seem to have a more extended and organized type
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of memory; most of the "high memory" areas app~ar to be in the sub

tropical and middle latitude regions of the Northern Hemisphere.

10) The SSTA gradient used in experiment 3 (6°C to 8°e per 40°

latitude) seems reasonable within the capabilities of current

climate monitoring e.g. from satellites and ShLpS.
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APPENDIX I

The Solution of the Surface Thermal

Energy Balance Equation

The steady-sta ~e surface thermal energy balance is represented by (2.39)

S = £ B T 4 + Q + Q + I(T - 271.2),ssg s e g

where

Qs=P c cjlvl(T -T),s ) ( S g a

We define II ald 12 such that

and

The above equa:ion can be written in the form

F(T ) = S - £ BT 4 - I (T - T ) - I 2(q (T ) - hq (T ))g s gIg a s gsa

-1(T - 271.2).
g

(AI.I) is solv~d for T , using Newtons iteration method.
g

Differentiatin~ (AI.I) with respect to T we obtain
g

F'(Tg) = -4£sBTg
3 - I} - 12 - qs(Tg) - I.

(Al.l)

(AI.2)
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To calculate the saturation mixing ratio, q (T ), and its derivative,
s g

ql(Tg), we use a formula for the saturation vapor Iressure, e
s

(Bolton,

1979). This formula provides an accuracy of 0.1% in the range -30°C <

e (T ) = 6.112 exp (17.67 (T - 273.15)/(T - :9.65))s g g g .

. 622 e (T )
(T ) - s g

qs g - p - e (T )
s g

Differentiating (A1.4) with respect to T ,
g

q pe I (T )
I(T) _ ssg

qs g - (P - e )
s

and using (A1.3), one obtains

(AI.3)

(AI. 4)

(AI. 5)

e I (T )
s g

17.67 x 243.15
= -,-(T----2-9-.--;-65="")"""2.

g
(AI. 6)

Substituting (A1.5) into (A1.2), we arrive at

q P x 4302.645
FI(T) =- 4 BT 3 I I s - I

g £s g - 1 - 2 (p-es(Tg))(Tg-29.l~ .

Using (A1.1) and (A1.7), the solution is convergent in the form

v+1 V F(T V )
T =T g

g g F' (T V)'
g

(AI. 7)

(Al.8)

where the superscripts V and v+l indicate succes~.ive iteration steps.

Iteration is performed until F(T ) is less than a small, predetermined
g

value.



APPENDIX II

Spectral Transform of (V-fVX)

The term (V-fV)) can be expanded in the form

Since f :::: 2QIJ,

(A2.1)

If we expand X in terms of spherical harmonics defined by (2.60), then

oym
V fv = 2{ ,T m (1-112) n 2Q" ( 1) m ym

- X ~ ffifi: Xn t" olJ -:i'2" ffifi n n+ Xn I.J n'

or

V-(fVX) = 2Q LL Xm f-(n2 -1)Dm ym -n(n+2) Dm
n
+

1
ym }az mn n t n n-l n+l '

where we have lsed the two recurrence relations

(A2.2)

(A2.3)

(A2.4)

and

with

Applying Lhe tlansform operator (2.63) on (A2.3), we obtain

(A2.5)

(A2.6)



APPENDIX III

The Simulated Zonal Wind for February
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A.1 The simulated zonal wind (m sec-I) for Febr·lary.
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